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Abstract 

Cooking in developing countries is mostly done on open wood fires. Problems like the 

scarcity of fuel wood and a negative impact of wood smoke on the users health lead to a wide 

interest in wood fired cookstoves. However most work limited itself to developing stoves using a 

'trial and error' method. One of the tew institutes that studied theory behind woodstoves was the 

Woodburning Stoves Group. Results are described by Bussmann (1988). An important limitation 

of that work is that the power output of the stove cannot be predicted. Changes in stove 

geometry, fuel composition, charge size or charge period require a new experimental determination 

of what Bussmann calls the fire penetratien rate. The study in this report tries to reduce this 

limitation of Bussmann's model and predict the power output after at most a handtul of 

experiments tor each serious change in stove geometry. In order to do that the pyrolysis and 

moisture evaporation of a thermally irradiated piece of wood is studied. Pyrolysis studies have been 

done before, however never with moist wood. 

To see if results are useful only a simple one-dimensional modelfora single piece of wood 

is used and it does not incorporate cambustion of the charred part of the wood. The model consists 

of rate equations that use Arrhenius type reaction rates for the primary pyrolysis reactions 

WOOD-> CHAR + TAR +GAS and the secondary reaction TAR- >GAS. The continuity equations for 

all gas components (N2 , 0 2 , water vapour, TAR and GAS) are used, where all gas components are 

assumed to be ideal gases. The moisture evaporation is governed by the combined Clausius

Ciapeyron-Kelvin equation. Since wood is a porous medium the Darcy equation is used as 

momenturn equation. Finally the energy equation includes a souree term, due to evaporation and 

pyrolysis, and energy conveetien by the gases. The inclusions of the moisture requires the use of 

a generalized Newton-Raphson method tor the salution of the continuity equations. For a large 

permeability (about 1 o-12 m2
) even the Newton-Raphson method does not result in super-linear 

convergence, however converganee is obtained. 

The simulation results can be described by a pyrolysis front and an evaporation front. At 

such a front unreacted wood or the moisture is zero on the hot side of the front and equal to the 

initia! value on the other side of the front. The position of these fronts can mostly be described by 

an equation of the from x= a0 + a,.Jt + a2t (x= position of front, a; is i-th coefficient and t =time). 

The coefficients in this equation depend on thermal radiation and the wood bulk density according 

to simple equations. Bad fits only occur tor thermal radiation smaller than 2 kW m·2
, because the 

temperature obtained tor thermal radiation smaller than 2 kW m·2 is insufficient tor pyrolysis. The 

effect of moisture on the coefficients is not easy to determine. A tew exponential functions result 

and they often leadtoa poor match between a simulation and simple equations tor the fronts. For 

the evaporation front the match is usually not too bad, but no acceptable fits could be found that 

describe the position of the pyrolysis front as a tunetion of moisture content and time. The simple 

equations tor the position of the pyrolysis and evaporation fronts provide a simple and tast way tor 

calculating the power output provided by the volatile gases and the energy used tor the evaporation 

of the moisture. This easy description is ideal for stove development work in the field since a quick 

determination of volatile power output and energy loss due to moisture evaporation is possible 

without the use of complicated mathematica! models. 
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1 Introduetion 

Wood fires have been used for thousands of years for heating, lighting and food 

preparation. In spite of the long use of wood fires the understanding of small open wood fires 

remains insufficient. Hardly any research has ever been done on the subject, this while billions of 

people are still cooking on these small open wood fires. The Woodburning Stove Group has been 

one of the very few institutes trying to describe the processas occurring in a wood fired cook 

stove. At the Woodburning Stove Group a model was developed to describe the heat and mass 

transfer in a cook stove, see Bussmann and Krishna Prasad (1986) and Bussmann (1988). The 

efficiency it prediets is in most cases not sufficiently correct. Probably this is due to the model used 

for power output as provided by the pyrolysis of the wood. Every newly added batch of wood is 

assumed tostart pyrolysing at once. This is obviously incorrect as can beseen when observing an 

actual wood fire. Actually predicting the pyrolysis rate of the wood was still impossible. Trying to 

describe this requires knowledge of the pyrolysis process in a single piece of wood. Studies and 

experiments regarding the pyrolysis of wood have been done in the past, but the results are not 

very consistent. Used parameters like activatien energies and frequency factors can differ by 

several magnitudes among different studies. The reason for this is the large number of reactions 

and components (thousands of reactions and hundreds of components, see Emmons and Atreya 

(1983)) occurring during the pyrolysis and cambustion of wood. Usually models limit themselves 

to only a few global reactions and components. The global reactions are apparently very sensitive 

to the actual situation of the problem (temperature, airflows, etc.) while different values for volatile 

properties, activatien energy and frequency factor can produce about the same porosity profiles. 

Obviously it is not possible with the present technology to measure concentrations of hundreds of 

components, temperature and gas veloeities on a microscopie scale. Therefore it is not very useful 

to use reaction parameters found in one study to describe a situation that is not exactly the same. 

As a result we will not study reaction parameters in this report as is done in some other pyrolysis 

studies. This study limitsitself to the effects of initial wood density, thermal radiation and moisture 

content. The study leads to a model that can predict the power output of a piece of wood for given 

parameters like fuel type, fuel bed temperature and moisture content of the fuel. This power output 

can then be used to replace the power output Bussmann and Krishna Prasad ( 1986) and Bussmann 

( 1988) used in their model. Th is would result in truly predictive possibilities of that model and 

probably a better predietien of the efficiency. 

The effect of moisture content is extremely important for small scale wood fires, but as far 

as we know nobody ever included the moisture content in the pyrolysis model. lt is not much of 

a surprise that modeHing the effects of moisture was not done befare since it complicates matters 

enormously and especially the stability of numerical methods is negatively affected. This report 

limitsitself to the description of a single piece of wood. Apart trom heat transfer, evaparatien of 

the moisture and pyrolysis of the wood is included in the description. Other effects like char 

cambustion and flaming cambustion will be omitted here since they can only be studied tagether 

with processas in the fuel chamber, which depend critically on among others the geometry of the 

cambustion chamber. 
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Even the description of just the processas occurring in a single piece of wood is a 

complicated task and requires quite a number of assumptions. The description of the evaporation 

of the moisture in the wood is obtained with the work of Whitaker (1977) as a starting point. 

Whitaker derived the equations describing the drying of porous solids like wood; however it is far 

too lengthy to repeat in detail in this report. His explanation of the fundamentals is very clear and 

a crude fundamental description will be repeated here to get a better idea of the principles at work. 

For the description of the pyrolysis process the workof Di Blasi (1993) is used. Although Moallemi 

et al. (1993) and Kailasanath and Zinn (1981) also described the pyrolysis of wood they only 

described the processas a one-step reaction. Di Blasi (1993) and some others too used a two-step 

reaction to describe the pyrolysis process. This two-step reaction scheme should solve the problem 

of the reaction energies for pyrolysis. The process of char cambustion which follows on the 

pyrolysis is described in countless publications. A good review, although a bit old, was publishad 

by Laurandeau (1979) in which he discussas the reacting core model already described by Shen 

and Smith (1965) and Wen and Wei (1971 ). However the char cambustion is not taken into 

account in this study. 

Tostart with a description of the drying processin aporous medium is given in chapter 2. 

In this chapter the point equations governing the drying processas will be introduced. These point 

equations describe the problem in each point of space. The point equations require an exact 

description of the medium, which is usually impossible. Therefore chapter 3 introduces the concept 

of volume averaging and applies it to the previously derived point equations. This enables the 

derivation of a useful mathematica! description for the drying problem. In chapter 4 the pyrolysis 

reactions will be introduced and the concepts from chapters 2 and 3 will be used to derive the 

equations describing a moist pyrolysing piece of wood. In chapter 5 this set of equations is 

converted to difference equations using the control volume method as described by for instanee 

Patankar 1980. This description is used as the basis for the numerical simulations. In chapter 6 a 

number of simuiatien results are presented and discussed. The context in which this study is done 

is discussed in chapter 7. The narrow context of the impravement of an earlier model and the wider 

context of wood stove development for developing countries is discussed there. After this 

conclusions and recommendations will follow in chapter 8. Finally a reference list can be found in 

chapter 9. 
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2 Point equations tor drying of a porous medium 

To describe the situation at hand we turntoa description given by Whitaker (1977) who 

derives macroscopie equations from microscopie ones for drying of aporous medium. Although he 

only describes the drying process of a porous medium he introduces the concept forming the basis 

of the model presented here. In mostother publications the governing equations are given without 

any derivation or explanation. Therefore it is nat always clear how to interpret differences between 

governing equations. Following Whitaker the meaning of the equations used and possible 

ditterences between equations in different reports become clear. Whitaker considers a porous 

medium (in our case wood) with a fluid (water in this case) in the interior and the remainder filled 

with an inert gas and the vapour of the fluid. In Figure 1 a schematic sketch is given, it clearly 

shows the different phases; the solid (a) phase, the liquid (Pl phase and the gas (y) phase. For each 

point in space the exact conservation equations can be written down as long as it is known to 

J3 
liquid-phase 

~ 
solid-phase 

Figure 1 Sketch of a drying porous medium. 

s 

which phase the point belongs, Whitaker therefore uses the term point equations. Throughout the 

report the index p denote the liquid phase, v the gas phase, a the solid phase and n the n-th 

component of the gas phases. In this chapter the continuity equations for the different phases and 

gas components will be given first in section 2.1. In section 2.2 the energy equations for the 
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different phases are given, while a simplified momenturn equation is derived tor the gas phase in 

sectien 2.3. To complete the set of equations boundary conditions are presented in sectien 2.4. 

2.1 Continuity equations 

The solid phase is assumed to be a rigid, non-reacting matrix fixed in an inertial frame; the 

conservation of mass for the solid phase then reduces to Pa=O. For the liquid phase the usual 

continuity equation holds: 
app + V • (p V ) = 0 
at 11 11 

(1) 

with p11 the liquid density and v11 the velocity of the liquid. A ene-component liquid has been taken, 

therefore no additional continuity equations for the components are needed. 

In the gas phase N components are considered and contrary to Whitaker first order 

reactions in the gas phase are taken into account. The continuity equation for the total gas-phase 

is the same as the resulting equation for the liquid phase: 

apr + V · (p V ) = 0 
at r ' 

(2) 

Since the vapeur component does not take part in any chemica! reaction neither as reactant nor 

as product the same equation as tor the total gas phase can be written down tor the vapeur. In tact 

this equation also applies to all ethercomponentsnot involved in reactions. To obtain the continuity 

equation for any of these non-involved component just replace the index y in equation (2) by the 

appropriate index for that component. 

For the gas components that are involved in reactions the continuity equation is written as: 

apn + V · (p V ) = p' at n n n 
(3) 

where the index n denotes the n-th component of the gas phase. The term on the right hand side 

denotes the production term of component n due to chemica I reactions. In line with Di Blasi ( 1993) 

only first order reactions with Arrhenius type reaction rates are considered. For a reacting 

component n: 

(4) 

with Ki the reaction rate for reaction j, Ai the frequency factor for the reaction j of component n, 

E •. i the activatien energy for the reaction j of component n, R the universa! gas constant and Tr the 

temperature of the gas phase. From the conservation of mass it fellows immediately that: 

(5) 

tor a component k which is a product of a first order reaction j of component n. The situation that 

we will try to describe is more complicated than this, but the principle is the same. A more detailed 

discussion will be given in chapter 4. 
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Since diffusive processes in the interior of fuel particles in a burning stove are expected to 

be negligible, ditfusion effects will not be considered in this report and v" in (3) can be replaced by 

vr. Also the effect of electromagnetic radiation on the interior of the piece of wood is neglected 

since these effects are only assumed to occur at the surface of the slab of wood. This simplifies 

the original derivation given by Whitaker (1977) considerably. 

2.2 Energy equation 

The energy equation for the solid phase can be written as: 

a _(p.,h.,) = -V · qu at 
(6) 

Here h., denotes the enthalpy of the a phase and q., is the heat flux in the a phase due to heat 

conduction. The solid phase velocity v., is zero, since the solid matrix is assumed to be fixed and 

rigid. This appears to be a reasanabie assumption, although shrinking of the solid phase does occur. 

The enthalpy is commonly expressed as: 

(7) 

where T .,0 is a reference temperature of the solid phase and h.,0 the enthalpy of the solid phase at 

this reference temperature. With the specific heat for constant pressure of the solid phase cP." being 

constant and using Fourier' s law the following familiar expression for heat conduction in a solid is 

obtained: 
{8) 

k., the thermal conductivity for the a-phase is assumed to be constant. However for convenience 

this temperature equation is not considered, but an enthalpy equation like equation (6) wiJl be used 

instead. 

The energy equation for the liquid (/3) phase is different trom the energy equation for the 

a phase since the conveetien term has to be included. The compressional work and the viseaus 

dissipation are assumed to be negligible, resulting in: 

{9) 

The energy equation for the gas phase differs trom this one since the gas density is not 

constant and there is more than one gas component. Again compressional work and viseaus 

dissipation are neglected, so the resulting energy equation for the gas phase is: 

( 1 0) 

With N number of components present in the gas and h" defined in such a way that the total 

enthalpy of the gas can be expressed in terms of the enthalpy of its components as: 
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n•N 

Pyhy = L Pnhn 
( 11) 

n•1 

In this equation the total density of the gas phase and the densities of the gas components are 

used. Conservation of mass in the gas phase within a fixed unit volume leads to the relation: 

(12) 

This equation leads to the well-known concept of partial pressures. 

2.3 Momenturn equation 

Since the inertial frame is chosen in such a way that the solid matrix is fixed in that frame 

the momenturn of the solid phase is zero. So only the momenturn equations for the liquid and gas 

phase have to be considered. The momenturn equation for the gas phase is the familiar relation: 

D _ 2 
Pr-Vr- -V'pr + Pr9 + JiyV' Vy 

Dt 
(13) 

with g the gravity vector. lt is assumed that the viscosity llr is constant. The gravity term on the 

right-hand side of (13) will be neglected. This is allowed since the magnitude of the pressure 

ditterenee is expected to be 1 000 Pa over a typical length of 0.01 m, thus making the pressure 

gradient term of the order 1 0 5 kg m·2 s·2
• On the other hand the magnitude of the gas density is 1 

kg m·3 and the gravity vector is almost 1 0 m s·2 a long the z-axis, so the gravity term is of 

magnitude 10 kg m·2 s·2
• Since this is much smaller than the pressure gradient the gravity can be 

neglected. The term on the left-hand side represents the total derivative and it can also be 

neglected si nee the magnitude here is much smaller than the pressure gradient. With a velocity that 

is of magnitude 0.1 m s·1 and a typical time step of 0.1 s the term of the partial time derivative is 

of the order 1 kg m·2 s·2
• The convective term of the total derivative has a magnitude 1 kg m·2 s·2

. 

Clearly both these terms are negligible when compared to the pressure gradient. Wood consists of 

gas (water) tilled channels with a diameter of the magnitude 1 0'4 m, therefore the viscosity term 

cannot be neglected. What remains are the pressure gradient and the viscous term. Obviously these 

terms are now equal in size and determined by equation (13): 

(14) 

Again this will be converted to a more useful form in the next chapter. 

2.4 Boundary conditions 

The differential equations derived so far require appropriate boundary conditions in order 

to describe the problem completely. The boundary conditions are to bedescribed tor the interfaces 
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between different phases. The interface between the liquid and vapour phase is a rnaving surface 

due to the liquid evaporation process. The evaporation process at the Apy surface requires energy 

causing a jump condition for the thermal energy equation. Apy means the interface between the 

liquid (/3) phase and the gas (y) phase and equivalent for other combinations of the indices. The 

interface between the liquid (p) and the gas (y) phase has a surface area denoted by Apy and there 

is a unit vector npy associated with this surface. This vector is perpendicular to the surface Apy and 

points from the surface into gas ph a se y (from P into y). Obviously Apy = Ar11 and npy = -nr11 • To 

determine the jump condition a material volume V m(t) containing both the P and y phase as shown 

in figure 2 is considered. The volume of the P phase contained in the total volume V m is called V 11(t) 

and that of the y ph a se V r(t). Since the material volume is chosen in such a way that it contains 

no other phases it is obvious that V m(t) =V 11(t) +V r(t). The notation V (t) shows that the volumes can 

change in time. The surface A11 is the surface of the volume V11(t) that is in contact with the P 

n~ 

Liquid phase 

~ 

n'Y 

Gas phase 
(vapor + inert gas) 

'Y 

Figure 2 Sketch of the boundaries between different phases in a volume V m(t). 

ph a se outside V m(t), while Apy is the surface of the volume V 11(t) that is in contact with the y phase 

inside Vm(t). These two surfaces tagether form the total surface of the volume V11(t). In the 

following it is assumed that the surface tension is negligible for all surfaces, so the surfaces have 

negligible energy. For highly porous media like wood this assumption might not be valid for the P-v 
interface and the boundary conditions described by for instanee Slattery (1967) should be applied. 

Since we are only exploring the possibilities of the inclusion of moisture evaporation in the pyrolysis 

of wood we will not consider surface tensionsof the liquid. The velocity of the interface Apy with 

unit vector npy is denoted by w. Since ditfusion processes are neglected v" = vr in equation ( 1 0) and 

using equation (11) leads to: :t (prhr) +V · (prhrv,) = -V · q, (15) 

The energy equation for the volume V m(t) can be written as: 

(16) 
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The left hand side represents the rate at which the energy of the volume V m(t) changes, while the 

right hand side represents the energy flux through the surface of V m(t) due to heat conduction. This 

equation applies to any volume V m(t) even when it contains surfaces where (ph) and q are 

discontinuous. Obviously in the P phase we get: 

and q = Qp (17) 

while substituting p by y gives the expressions for the y phase. lntegrating equation (9) over Vp 

results in: 

1 :t (pphpldV + 1 V· (pphpvpldV = -1 V· QpdV = -1 Qp" npdA -1 Qp" np,dA (18) 
,!ti ,!ti ,(t) , ,, 

where Gauss's theorem was used to equate the volume integral of the heat flux gradient to the 

surface integrals of the heat flux on the right hand side. Taking an infinitesimal small element fixed 

in space as a basis for the derivation of a partial differential equation for a fluid property and 

applying Gauss's theorem leads to what Whitaker calls the general transport theorem. Applied to 

the energy of the volume it becomes: 

Like equation ( 16) the left hand si de denotes the ra te at which the total energy of the volume V p(t) 

changes. The first term on the right hand side represents the rate of change in energy content of 

the material contained by the volume Vp(t). The second term on the right-hand side is due to the 

conveetien of enthalpy from Vp to the liquid phase berdering on Vp, see figure 2. The third term is 

the change in energy content due to the movement of the interface Apy; due to shrinking or 

extending of the volume Vp there is either less or more material contained by the volume. The 

theorem of Gauss is used again, but this time to express the volume integral of the convective term 

(second term on the left hand si de of equation ( 1 81 I into surface integrals of the convection term. 

Also using equation (19) to eliminate the first term on the left hand side of equation (18) and 

rearranging all surface integrals leads to: 

:t1 (pphpldV + lPphplvp-wl ·np,dA = -lqP ·npdA -1qP ·np,dA 1201 
,ft) Ir 1 Ir 

The velocity at which the interface between the p and the v phase moves is denoted by w. The 

above derivation can be repeated for the gas phase; interchanging the p and v indices in equation 

(20) gives the result for the gas phase: 

~tl (prhr)dV + Jprhr(vr-w) ·nrPdA = -Iq, ·n,dA -jq, ·nrPdA (21) 
,lt) " , " 

Adding equations (20) and (21) and using Apy = ArP and npy = -nrP leads to: 
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Jt J (ph)dV + 1 [pphp(Vp-w) • nPr + Prhr(vr-w) · nypldA 
Vm(t) Ir (22) 

- J q • ndA - 1 (Qp • nPr + qr • nrP) dA 
Am(t} Ir 

where the definition: 

(23) 

was used together with the definition: 

J q · ndA = J Qp • npdA + J qr · nrdA 
Am(tl A1 (t) A,(t} 

(24) 

which hold because Am(t) = Ap(t) + Ar(t). Si nee equation (22) has to equal equation ( 1 6) for arbitrary 

interface Apy it follows that: 

(25) 

This is the required jump condition for the interface between the liquid and the gas (vapour) phase. 

The boundary conditions for the interfaces Aap and Aar follow easily using the same methods as just 

described. In fact those cases are simpler since v"=O and the interfaces are fixed. For the Aap 

interface the result is: 

(26) 

and replacing the indices p with v gives the boundary condition for the Aar interface. 

A similar derivation can be made for the continuity equation. The continuity equation for 

the volume V m(t) can be represented as: 

~J pdV = 0 
dt m(t) 

(27) 

si nee no souree term is present. lt is a lso possible to integrate the liquid continuity equation ( 1) 

over the volume Vp(t) resulting in: 

1 flpp dV + 1 V • (Pp Vp) dV = 0 
,(IJ at ,!ti 

(28) 

Rewriting the second term into a surface integral and using the general transport theorem: 

(29) 

results in: 

(30) 

Exchanging P and v in equation (30) gives the result for the gas phase v: 
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~tl PvdV + JPv(v,-wl ·nrf1dA = 0 
,{t) ,, 

(31) 

Adding equation (30) and (31) results in: 

~tj pdV + J !pp(v6 -w) • n6, + p,(v,-wl · n,6 JdA = 0 
m(t) Ir 

(32) 

Since the first term is according to equation (27) zero and the equation should hold for arbitrary 

Apy this yields: 

(33) 

The same can be repeated for the vapeur component (n = 1 ) of the gas the result of which can be 

obtained from (33) by replacing the index y in Pv and vv by 1 or V bath denoting the vapeur 

component. For the ether gas components the situation is different since these components only 

occur in the gas phase. Consequently the density Pn is zero in the liquid phase and it is possible to 

write for n ;é. 1 : 

~1 PndV = 0 
dt ,!ti 

(34) 

Using this in equation (31) with the index y in Pv and vr changed into n with n ;é-1 immediately 

yields: 

(35) 

Since the solid matrix is fixed and the density of the solid phase is constant, the boundary condition 

tortheether boundaries reduce to the very simplefarm vu=O, vp=O on Aup and vv=O on Auv. 
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3 Volume averaged equations for drying of a porous medium 

The quantities occurring in the point equations of the previous chapter are difficult to 

determine, for instanee the place of the interfaces and the velocity at which the interfaces are 

rnaving are usually not known. To solve this problem volume averaged equations will be introduced. 

These equations should for a smal! control volume around every point in space teil us what on the 

average the behaviour of the relevant quantities are. The derivation given by Whitaker ( 1977) will 

be followed, but with the simpler equations obtained in chapter 2 and with reacting gas 

components. First the different averages are explained in sectien 3.1 . Then averaging is applied to 

the continuity equations from chapter 2 in sectien 3.2, to the energy equations in sectien 3.3, the 

momenturn equations in sectien 3.4 and finally in sectien 3.5 to the thermadynamie equations. 

3.1 Basics of averaging 

The averaging volume is denoted by V, see figure 1 . Although the volume in this figure is 

spherical any shape of the volume will do since the shape of the volume doesn't enter the 

equations. Regarding the averaging procedure for multi-phase problems there are three possible 

ways to calculate a volume average: 

1. the spatial average of some tunetion f defined everywhere in the averaging volume V: 

<f > = ~! fdV (36) 

where < f > denotes the space average of f; 

2. the phase average of a quantity defined in some phase. For example with fp a quantity 

solely defined in the phase p, with <fp> denoting the phase average of fp this results in: 

<fp > = ~! fpdV = ~I fpdV 
, 

(37) 

3. the intrinsic phase average. With fp again defined solely in the p phase the intrinsic phase 

average is defined as: 

<fp >P = ..2... f fpdV = ..2... f fpdV 
v, t v, J , 

(38) 

The difference between phase average and intrinsic phase average can be shown by considering 

the density of the P phase. Denoting it as Pp and assuming it to be constant throughout the P phase 

and zero in the other phases the phase average density for the p phase is (VpiVlPp while the 

intrinsic phase average density is (Vp!VplPp=Pp· lt is immediately clear that the intrinsic phase 

averaged density is a good measure for the actual density. Ho wever in a number of cases the phase 

average and the space average are equal and a macroscopie measurement of the relevant quantity 

actually determines its space average eg. temperature. Space averaged solid and liquid densities 
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are easily obtained by weighing the wet and the dry medium. Of course with the reasanabie 

assumption that the gas density can be neglected compared to solid and liquid phase densities. 

The volume fraction occupied by the P phase denoted as Ep is defined by: 

. Vp 
fp =

V 
(39) 

The volume fractions for the ether phases are defined in the sa me way. Since the sum of the 

volumes occupied by all the different phases equals the total volume V it fellows that the sum of 

all the volume fractions is one, so 

(40) 

Furthermore the relation between the phase average and the intrinsic phase average fellows trom 

equations (37), (38) and (39): 

<fp >P = ..2... f fpdV = _, f fpdV = _:_ <fp > 
V1 J. E1 V J. E1 , , 

(41) 

while equivalent expressions hold for the ether phases. For later use the averaging theerem as 

given by Slattery (1972) is presented here: 

< V'fp > = V' <fp > + ~ J fpnpudA + ~ J fpnp,dA 
111 Ir 

(42) 

while again equivalent expressions hold for the ether phases. The tools needed tor deriving the 

volume averaged equations are now ready to be used in the rest of the sections of this chapter. 

3.2 Continuity equations 

First the continuity equation for the liquid phase will be averaged. The phase average is 

obtained by integrating equation (1) over Vp and dividing it by V. This results in: 

.2. f éJpp dV + .2. f V' • (ppVp) dV = 0 
V J éJt V J , , 

(43) 

Applying the general transport theorem equation (19) to the first term of this equation enables us 

to rewrite this term as: 

while the secend term can be rewritten using the averaging theerem equation (42) resulting in: 
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<V · (ppvp) > =V · <ppvp> + ~ 1 PpVp · np,dA + ~ 1 PpVp · npudA (45) 
,, ,. 

Since the boundary conditions vp=w=O on Apa inserting equations (44) and (45) in equation (43) 

results in: 

:t <Pp > +V • <ppVp> + ~ 1 Pp(Vp-w) · np~dA = 0 

" 

(46) 

The partial time derivative in the first term occurs because the average is associated with a volume 

fixed in space and as a result the total time derivative that would result from (44) can be replaced 

with the partial time derivative. The last term in (46) represems the mass rate of vaporization per 

unit volume: 

~ 1 Pp(Vp- w) • np,dA = </Jv > 
" 

(47) 

Volume averaging for the continuity equation of the gas phase can be done in the same 

way and exchanging the indices P and y in (46) gives the result: 

(48) 

Where the boundary condition in equation (33) was used and (47) was used to write the non-zero 

surface integral as a production term component for the vapour </Jv>. Note that the sign of the 

production term is different from that in the P phase. This is because a sink in the liquid phase is 

a souree in the gas phase. For the vapour component this equation becomes: 

a<p, > 
+V· <p1 v 1 > = </Jv> at 

For the components involved in reactions a term /Jn has to be considered. 

a<pn > 
+ V • < PnV,, > = < /J n > at 

(49) 

(50) 

For the components n ~ 1 the term </Jv > doesn't occur due to the boundary condition (35). For 

componentsnot involved in reactions the term with </Jn> doesn't appear either. From now on the 

production term </Jn> wiJl be used for all n. This means that </Jn> =0 if a gas component is not 

involved in reactions neither as reactant nor as product. Ditfusion effects are nottaken into account 

in this study, so vn = v, in these equations. Details of these derivations can be found in Whitaker 

(1977) who also includes ditfusion in the description. 

The resulting volume averaged continuity equations are given in their phase averaged form 

which as we remember is not for all quantities as easy to interpret as the intrinsic phase average 

form. Therefore the continuity equations obtained so far wiJl be rewritten in an intrinsic phase 

average form except for any veloeities occurring. Veloeities are written in a phase averaged form 

since this tends to be the form of the velocity common in other pyrolysis studies. The first term 

is most conveniently rewritten using the relation given in (41) for the y phase resulting in: 
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:t(Ev<Pv>Y) +V. <pvvr> = <pv> (51) 

Treating the second term in the same way is useless since Pr and vr are needed separately for the 

numerical simulation. Therefore this term will be treated a little differently; the representation 

scheme proposed by Gray (1975) will be used. He suggested to represent quantities as a constant 

value equal to the average of the quantity over the averaging volume and a small deviation trom 

that average for a point inside the averaging volume. So in a way similar to what is done for 

turbulent flows. In this case it would mean: 

Pr = < Pr > r + Pr a n d vr = < vr > + îJr for the y phase (52) 

where the tilde (-) denotes a small deviation from the average value. Of course the value, the 

average and the small deviation are all zero in a phase in which they are not defined. The argument 

of the second term of equation (51) is then easily rewritten as: 

~ f.pr( < Vy> + îJr)dV = <Pv >Y< vr> + < Vr> ~ I.prdV + <pvîJy> = 

<pv>v<vy> + <pvîJr> 

(53) 

where <pv> v and < vr> can be carried through the integral sign because they are constant in the 

averaging volume V. Furthermore the average of a deviation is zero by definition in Gray' s 

representation. Since the deviation of a quantity is assumed to be much smaller than its intrinsic 

phase average (e.g. p v« <pv> Y) it follows that the last term on the right-most side of the equation 

is negligible. Therefore equation (51) can be written as: 

~(Ey<py>Y) +V. (<py>Y<vy>) = <iJv> at 
The other continuity equations can be handled in a similar way which leads to: 

~ ( fp < Pp >P) + V • ( < Pp >P < Vp >) = - < Pv > at 

(54) 

(55) 

for the liquid phase. Remembering the convention for the notation of production terms it is possible 

to write: 

:t (Er < Pn > r) + V · ( < Pn > r < vn > ) = <iJ n > (56) 

for the n-th component. Writing out the right-hand side for reactants using (4) gives: 

(57) 

where Ai is the frequency factor and E •. i the activation energy for reaction j which uses reactant 

n. Also the universa! gas constant R is introduced here. All this is just using the Arrhenius 

expression for the reaction rate for reaction j using reactant n. In the previous equation the 

following expressions were used for brevity: 
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(58) 

Also Gray's representation scheme was used to reprasent the temperature as: 

T = < T >Y + f y y y and (59) 

where Pn is given in the representation scheme for later use. The term between the averaging signs 

on the right hand side of equation (57) is written as a Taylor series in x to first order: 

Again using Gray' s representation scheme for Pn in the second term on the right hand si de and 

using the relation between the phase average and the intrinsic phase average for the first term 

results in: 

where the right-hand side results since the average of the temperature deviation in the second term 

in the middle is zero and the average of the two deviations, the third term in the middle, is 

negligible. Taking all these equations tagether results in: 

E 
</Jn > = -A E <p >Y exp[- a,n ] -Ey <pn >YKn 

ny n R<T>Y 
y 

(62) 

the quantities < vp> and < vr> in the continuity equations are nm: given as intrinsic averages and 

will be discussed later in this chapter. The reaction rate K" is introduced here to denote the 

Arrhenius reaction rate for reaction n, so Kn=An exp(-E •. n/RT). Of course in this case the proper 

temperature expression would be <Tr> r instead of T. 

3.3 Energy equation 

The volume average of the energy equation for the gas phase will be determined next since 

this is the most general case. The volume averaged energy equations for the other phases follow 

easily from it. To obtain the volume averaged energy equation for the gas phase integrate ( 1 OI over 

Vr and divide the result by the averaging volume V. This results in: 

(63) 

The first term between the equal signs can be rewritten using the general transport equation: 
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~I :t (pnhn)dV = :t {~I PnhndV} - ~ 1 Pnhnw · nrudA - ~ 1 Pnhnw · nrfldA 
r r r• rl (64) 

The integral over Aru is zero because vr = w = 0 on Aru• while: 

(65) 

since the average is determined at a fixed position and over a fixed volume V. The other terms can 

be rewritten using Slattery's averaging theerem equation (42) which gives tor the conveetien term: 

<V · (pnhnvnl > =V · <pnhnvn> + ~ 1 Pnhnvn · nrudA + ~ 1 Pnhnvn · nypdA 

~ " (66) 

V · < Pn hnvn > + ~ 1 Pn hn vn · nrPdA 

" 
where the last equality holds since vn = 0 on Aru· Treating the conduction term in the same way 

results in: 

< V • qr > = V • < qr > + ~ 1 qr · nyudA + ~ 1 qr · nypdA 

~ " 
(67) 

lnserting equations 64 to 67 into equation (63) results in: 

(68) 

-V · < q > - 2.1 q • n dA -2.1 q · n dA r v r ru v r rfl 
,. " 

Taking the first two terms and expressing the enthalpy in temperature according to (7) yields: 

:t <pnhn> +V. <pnhnvn> = (hno-cp.nTrO)(:t <pn> +V. <pnvn>) + 

cp.n(:t <pnTr> +V· <pnTrvn>l = (hn°-cp.nTr0 l<.On> + 

cp.n(:t <pnTr> +V· <pnTrvn>l 

(69) 

Where the continuity equation (50) was used tor the last equality. With Gray's representation 

scheme tor the second term on the right-hand side: 

(70) 

where the last equality results since the average of the product of two deviations is negligible. 

Gray's representation scheme tor the third term on the right-hand side of (69) results in: 
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(71) 

where the tunetion f" =pnvn was used for typographic reasons. Using these last two expressions 

in (69) results in: 

(72) 

lnserting (72) into (68) and expressing the n-component density phase average in the intrinsic 

phase average results in: 

n•N 

L { :t(cp,nfr<Pn>Y<Tr>Y)+V· (cp,n<Pn>Y<vn> <Tr>Y)+(hno-cp,nTro) <iJn> + (73) 
nz1 u 

~ 1 Pn h" ( vn- w) · n,pdA } =-V · < q, > - ~ 1 q, · n,udA - ~ 1 q, · n,pdA 

" 16 " 

The energy equation for the liquid phase is easily written down by exchanging the indices y and 

p and changing n into p in (73) while leaving out the sum since there is only one component in the 

P phase. The sign of the production term <iJ,> has to be changed too, since a sink in the liquid 

phase is a souree in the gas phase; it also follows from boundary condition (33) and the definition 

of the souree term in equation (47). Therefore the energy equation for the liquid phase is: 

~JPphp(vp-w) ·np,dA =-V· <Qp>- ~1 Qp ·npudA- ~1 Qp ·np,dA 
,, 16 ,, 

To obtain a volume averaged farm for the solid phase energy equation the indicesPand a in (74) 

have to be exchanged. Furthermore vu=w=O and there is no souree or sink for the solid phase. 

This results in: 

-V · < qu > - ~ 1 qu · nupdA - ~ 1 qu · nu,dA 
M ~ 

(75) 

The set of volume averaged energy equations is quite complicated and the intrinsic phase 

temperatures in the different phases cannot be determined without a lot more information obtained 

either from experiments or from a further theoretica! discussion. Since there is no campeiling reason 

to work with the separate intrinsic phase temperatures local thermal equilibrium will be assumed. 

This means that: 

(76) 

trom this and the definitions at the start of this section it follows that for instance: 
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<T> = ~1TdV = ~{ JTdV + JTdV + JTdV} = <Tp> + <Tr> + <T"> 
I ' • 

(77) 

= Ep<Tp>P + Ey<Tr>Y + Eu<Tu>" = (Ep +Er+ Eu)<Tp>P = <Tp>P 

In order to simplify the energy equations for the different phases they will be added 

together. Adding equations (73), (74) and (75) and introducing the space averaged temperature 

leads to the following equation: 

n=N 
!t< [cp,C7EC7<Pu>" + cp,pEp<Pp>P + EyEcp,n<Pn>Y]<T>} + 
u ""', 

n•N n•N 
V. { E cp,n<Pn >Y< vn> 1 <T> } - (h 0p-Cp,pT 0

) <iJ,> + E (h 0 n-cp,nT 0
) <iJn> 

n•1 n•1 

+ 
(78) 

n=N 
~ 1 Pphp(vp-w) · np,dA + ~ 1 ~ Pnhnlvn-wl · n,pdA =-V · ( <qu > + <qp > + <q,>) 

h ~ 

-~ 1 [qu · nup +qp · npul dA -~ 1 [qu · nur +q, · n,"l dA -~ 1 [qp · np, +q, · n,6 1 dA 
"' ., ,, 

where Auy =Ar" was used and similar identities for other index combinations. A lso the second term 

on the left hand si de of equation (7 4) was dropped si nee vp = 0. Other terms with vp are nat yet 

dropped because they occur in boundary conditions that will be used. Applying the boundary 

conditions for the interfaces between the a and P phases (see equation (26)) and similar for the 

interface between the a and v phase allows us to drop the first and second integral on the right

hand side of equation (78). The last term on the left-hand side can be further rewritten since 

ditfusion is neglected, so vn = vy resulting in: 

n=N n=N 

~1 L Pnhn ( vn- w) · nypdA =~j L Pn hn ( v,- w) · nypdA =~j Prhr( v,- w) · n,pdA 
nz1 n=1 

~ " ~ 

(79) 

where the equation (11) was used forthelast equality. lt is now possible to apply the boundary 

condition for the P-v interface, equation (25). and get rid of the remaining surface integrals, 

resulting in: 

~(CP<p><T>) +V ·(cP.r<Pr>r<v,><T>) -(h 0p-Cp,pT 0 )<iJ 1 > + at 
n=N 
L (hOn-Cp,nTO)<iJn> =-V • (<qu> + <qp> + <q,>) 
n=l 

where for convenianee the total gas phase heat capacity cpr was introduced: 

n•N 
cp,y < Pr > y = E cp,n < Pn > y 

n•l 

the total heat capacity for all phases CP: 

and <p> the space averaged density according to the definition in equation (36): 
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(80) 

(81) 

(82) 



(83) 

Attention is now focused on the right-hand side of (80). To do this first consider the expression: 

<qu> = -k .. <V'T .. > = -k .. {V'<T .. > +~jT"nu,dA +~jTflupdA} (84) .. .. 
which follows trom the use of Slattery's averaging theorem. The phase average heat flow due to 

conduction tor the other phases is obtained in the sa me way. A lso introducing space averaged 

temperatures results tor equation (80) in: 

n•N 

+ E ( h 0 n - cp,n T 0 ) < p n > = V' . { V' [ ( E tT k .. + E p kp + E y kp) < T > 1 (85) 
n•1 

where Aur=Aru• nur=-nru and similar relations tor the other index combinations were used. At this 

point Whitaker ( 1977) suggests to incorporate the surface integrals on the right-hand side of 

equation (85) in an effective thermal conductivity tensor kett· He introduces this result after a 

lengthy derivation (however it is introduced here without delay). The fin al equation is: 

:t (CP< p > < T > ) + V' . ( cp,y < Py > y < v, > < T >) + S(T) = V' . (keft . V' < T > ) (86) 

where the temperature dependent souree term S(T) was used: 

n=N 

S(T) = -(h 0p-Cp,pT 0 )<iJv> + L (h 0 n-Cp,nT 0 )<iJn> (87) 

n•1 

Whitaker does present arguments to support the introduetion of an effective conductivity tensor. 

However he is not able to give a useable farm tor the tensor. The problem is that it is apparently 

not possible to determine the tensor elements trom a theoretica! point of view while it is very 

ditticuit to determine the tensor experimentally, especially tor the case of burning wood that is 

considered here. Fora more detailed discussion see Whitaker (1977). 

3.4 Momenturn equation 

lt is assumed that the gas-phase is a connected region and that there exists an arbitrary 

curve entirely contained by the gas phase and which passes trom one end to the other end of the 

piece of wood, see tigure 1 . A region is defined as connected if between any two points in the 

region a curve exists that connects these two points and which is contained entirely in that region. 

Note that connected regions of the gas-phase can be thought of that do not allow a curve through 

the gas-phase to pass trom one end of the piece of wood to the other. So the second condition 

above is an entirely new condition. To summarise an arbitrary curve exists that can pass through 
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any point in the gas phase without ever passing an interface. The are length along the arbitrary 

curve isdenoted by s and the unit tangent vector by À(s). Then the scalar product of À(s) with the 

simplified momenturn equation (14) results in: 

(88) 

Whitaker (19691 gives in one of his publications arguments for the possibility of the following map: 

v, = Mr · < v,> (89) 

with Mr a matrix that maps < vr> linearly into vr under the assumption that spatial variations in 

Mr are much larger than spatial variations in < vr>. Using this in {88) leads to: 

dpr = p À· (V 2 Mr) · < v.> 
ds r ' 

(90) 

lntegrating this a long the curve from raferenee point s = 0 to an arbitrary point s(r) leads to: 

q=s(rl 

Pr(r) = Pr(O) + Pr{ J À· (V 2 My)df7} · < vr> = Pr(O) - P.f11r · < vr> 
q•O 

(91) 

where the assumption was used that spatial variations in < vr> are negligible compared to those 

in V 2Mr and mr was introduced for the integral. Taking the gradient of this equation results in: 

(921 
V <pr(r) -pr(O) > = ~ 1 ( Pr-Pr(O) )nrdA = -py{ ~ 1 nrmrdA } · < Vy > = -pr Kr-1 

• < vr > 
~ ~ 

where equation (91) was used to obtain the second equality. To obtain the third equality it was 

again assumed that Pr and < vr> are constant. For convenience the matrix Kr- 1 was introduced and 

it is assumed to have an inverse Kr, therefore equation (921 can be written as 1 : 

< vr> = -2.Kr. V(Er < Pr-Pr(Ü) >Y) 
fJ, 

(93) 

where the phase average of the pressure is written as an intrinsic phase average and with Kr the 

gas phase permeability matrix. Equation (93) is also known as the Darcy equation. The matrix Kr 

has to be determined experimentally. 

Although Whitaker provides the momenturn equation for the liquid phase, v11 = 0 is assumed 

here. He introduces more unknown parameters and his result depends on the number of p-y 
interfaces in an averaging volume too. For a large number of interfaces, a low moisture content, 

the phase averaged gas velocity < vr> goes to zero. For a small number of interfaces, a high 

moisture content, the expression is much more complicated. The number of interfaces is important, 

because each interface has a surface tension thus messing up the. expressions for gas pressure and 

energy. Observations show that for large pieces of wood, eg. logs on a wood fire, moisture 

1 Actually this equation is incorrect, since a constant pressure and a gradient in the gas phase 
volume fraction would lead to an flow of the fluid. In the correct equation the volume fraction 
comes before the gradient sign and the reference pressure can be dropped, since its gradient is 
zero. 
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migration occurs on a macroscopie scale. However it is assumed that < vp > is zero and that 

moisture migration is caused by evaparatien and condensation. 

3.5 Thermadynamie relations 

The required thermadynamie equations were toa obvious to be discussed in chapter 2. 

lnstead they are presented in this section and averaging will be applied to them. An assumption 

that can be applied to the gas components is that they are ideal gases in which case they satisfy 

the ideal gas law: 

Pn = PnRn Tr forn=1,2, .. (94) 

in which Pn is the partial pressure for the n-th gas component, ~ = R/M" is the specific gas 

constant, R the universa! gas constant and M" the rnalar mass for gas component n. lntegrating this 

equation over V r• dividing by Vr and using Gray' s representation scheme results in the volume 

averaged farm of the ideal gas law: 

~fPndV = <pn>r = ~fPnRnTrdV = <pn>rRn~fTrdV + Rn~fiJnTrdV = v, v, v, v, 
, , ' ' (95) 

<p >rR <T >r + R <T >Y~IP- dV + R ~IP- t dV = <p >YR <T >r n n y n y v, n n v, n y n n y 

' ' 

There are rate equations that conneet the continuity equations with the energy equation 

for all n except for the vapour component. Therefore an equation is required that connects the 

continuity equation for the vapour to the energy equation. The evaparatien process depends on the 

partial pressure of the vapour component in the gas phase. The equation describing the evaporation 

for a flat liquid-gas interface is called the Clausius-Ciapeyron equation. However in this case the 

evaparatien occurs in a porous medium with very small pores and as a result there is a considerable 

curvature of the liquid-vapour interface. lt is therefore better to combine the Clausius-Ciapeyron 

equation and the Kelvin equation, see Whitaker (1977) and Defay et al. (1966): 

where the first term in the argument of the exponential is due to the Kelvin equation which takes 

into account the surface tension and the curvature of the interface, while the second term 

describes the evaparatien for the flat interface. Furthermore in this equation p, 0 is the vapour 

pressure at reference temperature T0 , Upy is the surface tension of the interface between the Pand 

y phases and r is a characteristic length that has to be determined experimentally as a tunetion of 

Ep· The first term of the argument was redefined as a single unknown parameter Cevap and of course 

the energy needed for the evaparatien of the liquid is its latent heat (f1hvap = L). The volume average 

of the last equation is obtained in the same way that led from equation (57) to equation (62) for 

</Jn>. Applying this results in: 
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<p >r = P oexp[-( cw., + ...:..(_1_-~))l 
1 1 < T > R, < T > T, 

(97) 

where the space averaged temperature <T> was introduced. 
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4 Modelling the pyrolysis of a piece of wood 

In the previous chapter drying of aporous medium was described in order to introduce the 

concepts that helpus to understand the description of porous media. What will bedescribed in this 

chapter is the process of the pyrolysis of wet wood. The processas occurring in a piece of wood 

when it is thrown in a fire are of interest. The piece of wood will be irradiated by the flames and 

if present by parts of the cambustion chamber. This radiation heats the surface of the piece of 

wood and due to heat conduction the interior of the wood is heated. As aresult a pressure gradient 

of the gas phase farms and it results in a flow of the gas phase. At the sametime the evaparatien 

of the liquid phase starts. When the temperature rises even more (typically over 500 K) the wood 

starts pyrolysing and farms combustible gases and char. When a sufficient part of the wood is 

pyrolysed the edges of the remaining char will start to burn. The volatile gases leave the piece of 

wood entering the fuel bed where an airflow provides the oxygen to burn the volatile gases in a 

ditfusion flame. In section 4.1 the global reactions that are supposed to occur are presented. Next 

the appropriate rate and continuity equations are given in section 4.2, while in section 4. 3 the 

momenturn and energy equations are obtained. Finally the th13rmodynamic and constitutional 

equations are discussed. 

4. 1 Global reactions 

To model the pyrolysis process correctly the pyrolysis reactions have to be considered. 

Usually the pyrolysis is described by a single primary reaction, see for instanee Kailasanáth and Zinn 

( 1 981 l and Moallemi et al. ( 1 993). There is some controversy on this point si nee some experiments 

show that pyrolysis is endethermie (at low temperatures) while other experiments show that the 

process is exothermic (at high temperatures). Therefore Di Bias i ( 1993) a lso considers secondary 

reactions, with the primary reactions endethermie and the secondary reactions exothermic. He 

assumes that due to primary reactions two gas components are formed. In this way it should be 

possible to obtain endethermie reactions for low temperatures and exothermic reactions for high 

temperatures. The following primary reactions are assumed to occur: 

K, 
WOOD -+ GAS 

K2 
WOOD -+ TAR 

WOOD ~3 CHAR 

(98) 

with K" the reaction rate for the n-th reaction given by the Arrhenius factor defined as 

K"=Anexp(-E •. n/RT). The TAR is supposed to decompose further in lighter gases denoted by GAS 

as a result of secondary reactions: 
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K 
TAR -+

4 GAS 
(991 

Of course in reality far more products are formed and react further. However that is far too 

complex to model and therefore this simplified set of reactions is assumed to occur. 

According to Whitaker ( 1977) it is possible to u se the drying process presented in the 

previous chapter to describe a two-component solid with one component sublimating. The liquid 

phase then has to be replaced by the sublimating solid component. In order to describe the 

pyrolysis process this way one could consider the wood to consist of char that remains after 

pyrolysis and the volatile gases formed from the wood by pyrolysis. However this would require 

the assumption of a fixed amount of CHAR forming regardless of the pyrolysis temperature. This 

is not at all in accordance with experiments, therefore the description of Di Blasi ( 19931 will be 

foliowed and it is assumed that the pyrolysis process results in two gas components; a heavy T AR 

component and a light GAS component. Basically the solid phase is represented in the same way 

as the gas phase. In this case as a phase with two components (WOOD and CHAR). The solid 

WOOD component is assumed to pyrolyse into a solid CHAR component and the gas phase 

components T AR and GAS. 

4.2 Rate equations 

lf as suggested in the previous section the solid phase reactions are represented in the sa me 

way as the gas phase reactions already given in chapter 3 the rate equations for the different 

species can be written down in the same way as the production terms for the gas component in 

equation (621. lt then follows from (981 that: 

where the index W denotes wood. From hereon <f> and <fp>P are noted as f and fp to simplify 

the equations. For the CHAR: 

(1011 

with the index C denoting CHAR. The equation for the T AR becomes: 

(1021 

with the index T for T AR, while for the GAS component the result is: 

(1031 

with the index G denoting the GAS component of the gas phase. 

In these equations a two component solid phase i.e. unreacted wood and char was 

assumed and the solid components were handled in the same way as the gas phase components. 

An important point can be made here if these equations are compared to the rate equations 

obtained by Di Blasi. There is a difference since he uses phase averages for solid components and 

intrinsic phase averages for the gas components. While he explicitly states this fact there are 
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publications that do not explicitly state which average is used, e.g. Kailasanath and Zinn (1981 ). 

Since a three phase problem is considered here volume fractions have to be used while other 

publications on pyrolysis consider two phase problems which enable them to use the porosity f 

which is defined as the volume fraction of the gas phase. The volume fraction of the solid phase 

is in that case (1-f) which is clearly not the case for a three phase problem. This accounts for 

example for the difference between the rate equations given in this report and those given by Di 

Blasi (1993) and Moallemi et al. (1993). Since a pyrolysing (disappearing) solid phase is considered 

he re it is not possible to assume € u= fw + fc is constant as is done by Whitaker ( 1977) at some 

places. However the change in f" is very slow. 

4.3 Continuity equations 

In order to comply with the notation that is most common in the literature about pyrolysis 

of wood and to get a clearer view of the equations intrinsic phase averages are replaced with the 

symbol itself. Somespace averages equal intrinsic phase averages, so they can be replaced by the 

symbol itself too, so <T> =Tand <pp>P=Pp· Phase averages will either be replaced by other 

expressions or will be left unchanged. With the help of equations (100) to (103) the volume 

averaged continuity equations can be written as: 

(104) 

for the GAS component. Here ditfusion is neglected and doing the sa me for the T AR component 

results in: 

_!(frPT) +V. (pT<vr>) = fwPwK2- frPTK4 
c3t 

Using the index V to denote the vapour component leads to: 

_!(frPvl +V· (Pv<vr>) =<iJ.> 
c3t 

(105) 

(106) 

Further using the index N to denote the nitrogen component and recalling that this component is 

not involved in any reactions results in: 

c3 c3t(frPN) +V· (pN<vr>) = 0 (107) 

Replacing the index N by 0 gives the continuity equation for oxygen. The resulting equation for 

oxygen is only valid if oxygen is either not taking part in the reactions occurring or has been driven 

off by the time reactions occur. Th is last point seems a reasanabie assumption since the moisture 

has to evaparate first, thus driving off the oxygen. So by the time that the temperature is high 

enough for reactions with oxygen to occur it has been driven off by the moisture evaporation. This 

is confirmed by simulations done during this study. 

Since the velocity of the solid phase is assumed to be zero the continuity equations for the 

solid components become: 
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(108) 

tor the WOOD component and 
(109) 

tor the CHAR component. 
A piece of dry wood consists of pores (gas phase) in a solid phase. Pyrolysis of wood into 

char results in a growth of pare sizes and numbers. Most pyrolysis gases leave the wood. The total 

weight of the piece of wood decreases, due to a reduction in total solid phase matter and a 

decrease in solid matter volume (so an increase in po re volume). lt is assumed that the density 

determined by the division of the total weight of the solid phase by the total volume of the solid 

phase is constant. This density is the intrinsic phase averaged density of the solid phase. For bath 

solid components the intrinsic ph a se averaged density can be considered separately. They are 

denoted by Pw tor WOOD and by Pc tor CHAR. Since these intrinsic phase densities are assumed 

to be constant and equal it is convenient to use a single intrinsic phase density P. tor the total solid 

phase. This density was studied by Kaliman and Cöté (1968) and turned out to be virtually 

constant regardless of the type of wood. 

The momenturn equation for the liquid phase was discussed in the previous chapter and it 

was there decided that in this report the phase velocity of the liquid will be neglected. This results 

in the continuity equation: 
(110) 

with the right hand si de defined as in equation (4 7), but still undetermined. In all these equations 

the reaction rate Kn is assumed to be given by the Arrhenius factor which is defined as: 

( 111) 

with An the frequency factor for the n-th reaction and E •. n the activatien energy for the n-th 

reaction. This is in line with the volume average farm for <iJn> defined in equation (62). 

4.4 Momenturn equation 

Since the velocity of the solid phase is zero and it is assumed that the velocity of the liquid 

phase is zero too the momenturn equations for these two phases reduce to: 

< v, > = < v ... > = 0 (112) 

while the Darcy equation (93) results trom the gas phase momenturn equation: 

(113) 

with Po a raferenee pressure for which the ambient pressure is taken. 
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4.5 Energy equation 

Since the situation that is considered here is slightly different from that in the previous 

chapter, the energy souree term is redefined as: 

(114) 
noN é}f 
E (ho n -cp,n TO) </Jn > = -LPp-p -EwPw[ K, t.HWG + K2ll.HwT+K3ll.Hwcl-fyPT K4ll.HTG 
~, at 

To obtain this equation the rate equations ( 100), ( 1 01 ) , ( 1 02), ( 1 03) and ( 11 0) we re used. 

At the start a piece of wood contains atmospheric gases in its interior. When this piece of 

wood is heated the moisture in the wood starts boiling well befare pyrolysis sets in. Large amounts 

of water vapour are produced and high pressure gradients occur. This results in gas flows in the 

interior, which in turn rapidly flushes out the atmospheric gases present at the start. When 

pyrolysis sets in the only gases left in the interior of the wood are water vapour and pyrolysis 

gases. Therefore atmospheric gases are flushad out of the interior well befare any other gases 

occur with which they can react. As a result the heat souree terms of the atmospheric gases do 

not have to be considered for S(T). 

The last equality in equation (114) follows after rewriting and the use of the definitions: 

(115) 

and ( 116) 

where L is the latent heat of water and ll.H;i the reaction heat for the reaction from substance i to 

substance j. Using this definition for the souree term leaves the energy expression as given in (86) 

unchanged. 

4.6 Constitutional equations 

The thermadynamie relations are given in (95) and are the usual equations for ideal gases, 

but with intrinsic ph a se averages for pressure and gas density. Apart from these and equation ( 12) 

which expressas the conservation of mass the following obvious equation also applies: 

(117) 

From these equations it follows that Pr = PrR• T with R. the specific gas constant defined for this gas 

mixture as: 

n•N 

R = ~ R Pn 
s L n 

nc1 Py 
(118) 

The evaporation is governed by equation (97) and after the change in notatien it can be written as: 

(119) 
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As befare the parameter Cevap was used. This parameter differs for different types of wood and it 

can even differ for different pieces of wood due to different origins in the tree of the pieces. 

However it is expected to be virtually constant for pieces of wood within one batch. 

In the equations so far the effective thermal conductivity matrix ~~~ and the gas phase 

permeability matrix Kv remain to be determined. Bath matrices are highly anisatrapie for virgin wood 

and almast isotropie for pure char. Most people working on wood pyrolysis and cambustion do nat 

take this anisotropy into account. Kaliman and COté (1968) discuss the heat conductivity of wood 

in depth. Their argument will be foliowed with a small change for the effect of the moisture present 

in the wood. 

Wood consists of different phases; a solid phase, a gas phase and a liquid phase. Wood 

also has a highly anisatrapie structure and this has its influence on the conductivity. The 

conductivity along the grain is much higher than the conductivity perpendicular to the grain. The 

grain of wood basically consists of a large number of cylinder shaped channels filled with gas and 

moisture and enveloped by a solid woody substance. Two cases have to be distinguished; 1) the 

heat flow is in the same direction as the aligned channels; and 2) the heat flow is perpendicular to 

the channels, see figure 3. 

Direction of 
heat flow 

(a) 

Wood __ ~-------l~fw 
fibers ! 

0 
'--------___jl a 

k-+c__ ___ l 
W ka 

r 
Direction of 
heat flow 

(b) 

Figure 3 Directions of fibres, channels and heat flow for heat flow parallel to channels and 
perpendicular to channels. 

Of course each of the components has its own heat conductivity. The assumption that the moisture 

is spread evenly along the walls of the channels makes the situation analog to parallel and serial 

electric resistances and the resulting conductivity in each case is easily determined. Remember that 

a resistance is the inverse of a conductivity. When the heat flow is in the direction of the channels 

the conductivity for the solid is equal to the width of the solid wall times its conductivity coefficient 

and the same for the gas filled channel. For parallel electric resistances the total conductivity is 

equal to the sum of the conductivity of the single components. Applying this to the heat 

conductivity results in: 
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(120) 

where kmax is the total conductivity coefficient tor the parallel case, Óp is the thickness of the water 

tilled part of the channel, ór is the thickness of the gas tilled part of the channel, ów the thickness 

of the unreacted solid walt and Óc the thickness of the charred solid walt. This equation can be 

rewritten as: 

(121) 

where the volume fractions follow trom the thickness of the layers. 

The case where the heat flow is perpendicular to the channels is analog to resistors put in 

series. This means that the total resistance is equal to the sum of the component resistances. 

Translating this to heat conduction the resistance of a solid walt is the resistance coefficient, the 

inverse of the conductivity coefficient, times the thickness of the walt and similar tor the gas- and 

liquid-layers in the channel. Using conductivity coefficients results in: 

Ów +Óc +Óp +ór = Ów (122) 
kmin kw 

with kmm the total conductivity coefficient tor the perpendicular case. The conductivity coefficient 

can be given explicitly by rewriting the previous equation and again introducing the volume 

fractions that follow trom the thickness of the layers. The final result of this process is: 

(123) 

In a fibrous solid the effective heat conduction can be represented as a linear combination of the 

heat conductivities parallel kmax and perpendicular kmin to the grain of the wood. lntroducing a 

parameter f to re present the amount of mixing of the fibre directions the effective heat conductivity 

can be written as: 

(124) 

with kmax and km;n given by equations (121 I and (123). For wood Kolfman and Cöté (1968) have 

gathered a large number of experimental data trom the literature. This shows that in the grain 

direction the conductivity of wood can be represented by the previous equation with f = 1 , while 

perpendicular to the grain the conductivity can bedescribed with f=0.58. 

The conductivity of the solid wood phase is listed by Kolfman and Cöté ( 19681 and is: 

kw,max = 6.53W/m/K and kw,min = 0.42W/m/K (125) 

This describes the situation tor dry virgin wood, however the pyrolysis process causes a gradual 

change in the solid component and a movement to a more isotropie situation. This might be 

described by decreasing fin equation (124) as a tunetion of the wood fraction, so 
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fw c fn = fc + -~nO 
fwo 

(126) 

where the index n denotes either the parallel or the perpendicular case. Furthermore the index 0 

refers to the value of the variabie for virgin wood. The parameter fc is basically the amount of 

mixing of parallel and perpendicular aligned fibres in the char resulting from the wood pyrolysis, it 

has to be determined experimentally. One axis of the coordinate system is chosen a long the 

direction of the grain and the corresponding element on the diagonal of the effective conductivity 

matrix is obtained from equations ( 124) to ( 126) for the heat flow parallel to the grain (f0 = 1). The 

other elements on the diagonal are obtained from the same set of equations, but for the heat flow 

perpendicular to the grain direction (f0 = 0. 58). The non-diagonal components for the effective 

conductivity matrix are all zero. Having determined the effective conductivity matrix attention is 

now turned to the permeability matrix. 

The walls of the channels in virgin wood wiJl block any gas flow across them and only gas 

flow parallel to the channels is possible. Pyrolysis leads to cracks in the channel walls through 

which gas can leak and this results in a higher permeability in that direction. As far as is known to 

us no studies have beendoneon the anisotropy of the permeability of wood. Moallemi et al. (1993) 

assume an isotropie permeability and approximate it with the Koze!1y-Carman equation, see Cheng 

( 1978). Strictly speaking this equation is nat valid for wood, it is derived for a gas or liquid tilled 

with spherical solid particles. Wood on the other hand is a solid medium with gas or liquid filled 

volumes. Since nothing better seems to be available the Kozeny-Carman equation wiJl be used, it 

wiJl be extended to an anisatrapie case. The Kozeny-Carman equation gives the permeability as: 

d 2 3 
K ( E ) = Ey 

y y 175(1-E)2 
y 

(127) 

with d the mean diameter of the particles constituting the porous medium. This might possibly be 

thought of as the diameter of the channels in the wood. In that case the numerical factor in the 

numerator has to be changed. Bath the diameter d and the numerical factor have to be determined 

for wood experimentally. lt is quite likely that the combination of the two is constant for a given 

type of wood or char. The permeability for partly pyrolysed wood is written analog to the thermal 

conductivity as: 

(128) 

where Kvw was given by (127) for the direction parallel to the grain of the wood and it is zero 

perpendicular to the grain. Kye was used to denote the permeability of a pure char. Like the thermal 

conductivity matrix all non-diagonal elements are zero. The element on the diagonal corresponding 

to the axis parallel to the grain is given by (127) and (128), while the other two diagonal elements 

are given by (128) with Kvw =0. In addition to this fJ = Ew!Ewo which is more or lessanalog tof for 

the thermal conductivity. 
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4. 7 Boundary conditions 

In chapter 2 boundary conditions were discussed. However due to the volume averaging 

that was applied to these equations the boundary conditions were incorporated in the averaged 

equations. Therefore new boundary conditions are needed for the equations derived in this chapter. 

The boundary conditions that have to be chosen depend on the geometry of the situation that has 

to be modeled. lt is possible to choose open or closed ends and an end with or without heat flux. 

On open ends the boundary condition is that the pressure at the boundary is equal to the ambient 

pressure, while for closed ends a zero velocity at the boundary is imposed. Open ends always have 

a heat flux, while closed ends will usually have no heat flux. Often publications appear where a 

closed end is assumed to have a heat flux through it. In physical situations of wood pyrolysis a 

closed end only arises as a result of symmetry of the overall problem and a simulation in only half 

of the domain. As a result of this symmetry the temperature gradient is zero at the closed end. 

Open endsin wood pyrolysis usually include thermal radiation effects at the boundary. Continuity 

of the heat flux at the surface leads to the following boundary condition: 

aT - k.tf - I óV = qrad + a ( T 0 
4 

- T amb 4 ) a x 
(129) 

with óV the boundary of the volume of the slab of wood, q,.d the radiation density, a the constant 

of Stefan-Boltzmann, Tamb the ambient temperature and T 0 the surface temperature of the wood 

on the boundary. The emissivity is taken as one. On the left hand side of this equation both k." and 

the temperature gradient have to be evaluated at the boundary. Equation (129) is written down for 

the left boundary, for the right boundary the minus sign has to be omitted on the left hand side of 

the equation. In the next chapter the implemented boundary conditions will be given. 
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5 Equations tor a numerical simulation 

The set of equations derived in chapter 4 should be put in a form that can be handled by 

a computer. This is done by replacing the ditterential equations by the corresponding ditterenee 

equations. There are several ways to do this e.g. integrating over control volumes and Taylor series 

expansions. Anderson (1995) uses Taylor series, while Patankar (1980) gives an elaborate 

discussion of the control volume approach. Anderson introduces the term conservation form tor 

the governing differential equations. A conservation form results when a control volume fixed in 

space is used to derive the ditterenee equations. In that form the ditterenee equations resulting 

trom the Taylor expansion and the control volume approach are the same. An advantage of the 

ditterenee equations resulting trom the differential equations in conservation form is that they can 

handle discontinuities, while the ditterenee equations resulting trom the differential equations in 

non-conservation form usually have problems with discontinuities, see Anderson (1995). The 

conservation form is very useful in this model, since effects closely resembling discontinuities occur 

due to the moisture evaporation and pyrolysis processes. Also it should be noted that for non

Cartesian coordinates there is usually a ditterenee in the ditterenee equations resulting trom control 

volume and Taylor expansion methods. Physically the control volume methad is very clear, 

therefore it will be used to derive the ditterenee equations. 

In the control volume methad a piece of wood is divided into N control volumes. Steep 

gradients of moisture and wood volume fractions occur. However since they move in time through 

the entire simulation regions only adaptive non-uniform grids might lead to taster converganee and 

more details compared to simple uniform grids. Therefore only uniform grids are used. The grid is 

chosen in such a way that the N-1 interior grid points are equally spaeed with a distance of f:J.x 

between each pair of neighbouring points. The boundaries of the control volumes are chosen in 

such a way that each grid point lies exactly in the middle of its control volume, so the boundaries 

are chosen halfway between the grid points, see tigure 4. For the edges of the piece of wood a grid 

point is put on each edge, however between a grid point on the edge and the ciosest interior grid 

point a distance %t:J.x is chosen. In this way the grid points on the edge lie on the boundary of the 

ciosest interior control volume, see tigure 4. 

This has the advantage that boundary conditions tor the piece of wood can be prescribed with 

some more accuracy eg. the heat flux through the surface of the partiele is determined by the 

temperature on the surface of the partiele and this temperature is now given at the grid point on 

the edge. 

The ditterenee equations for the rate equations can be obtained by integrating the 

appropriate rate equations trom time t to t + t:J.t, leading to a rate equation tor wood of: 

t 

Ew = Ew0 exp[- J (K 1 +K2 +K3 )dt'l 
t-At 

(130) 

The superscript 0 denotes the value at a previous time ie. at t-t:J.t. In this case Ew means Ew(t) and 

E0w means Ew(t-f:J.t). This notation is used to make the equations more readable. lt is assumed that 

the time step t:J.t is so small that the integrand can be considered constant. Thus (130) results in: 
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Figure 4 Control volumes in a one-dimensional piece of wood. 

(131) 

For the charcoal rate equation the integration yields: 

o Pw K 11. Ec = Ec + -Ew 3 ut (132) 
Pc 

For the gas ph a se components and the liquid the ra te equations ( 1 02), ( 1 03) and ( 11 0) alone are 

insufficient for the determination of all gas densities and phase fractions and it is most convenient 

to insert them into the corresponding continuity equations. As an example the continuity equation 

for the TAR gas phase component in one dimension will be discussed. The TAR gas component 

shows all the problems that can occur and the other gas components are simpler cases that are 

easily obtained by repeating the process and making the appropriate simplifications. Higher 

dimensional equations and equations for non-Cartesian coordinates can be obtained in a similar 

Control volume i 

i-1 i+1 

• w • e • 

:V2àX . 
: grid point: 

à x 

Figure 5 Detailed sketch of a single control volume and its boundaries. 
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way. To obtain the difference equations the TAR continuity equation (105) is integrated over the 

control volume i, see figure 5. 

This results in: 

e e e e 

I :t ( fyPT) dx + I aax IPr < vr > ) dx = I< Pr > dx = ! [ fwPw K2- EyPT K41 dx 
(133) 

with e denoting the east boundary and w the west boundary of the control volume. The secend 

integral on the left hand side is easily calculated, while for the ether integrals it is assumed that the 

integrand is constant over the control volume which has a length !:::..x. This leads to: 

( ;t ( frPr) I; !:::..x + IPr < Vr > l;,e -(pT < Vr > l;,w = [ (fwPw K2);- (ErPr K4); I !:::..x (134) 

here the single index i denotes the value of the variabie at the centre of the control volume i and 

the indices i, wand i,e denote the eerrasponding variabie at the left (west) respectively right (east) 

boundary of control volume i. Saveral sourees say that cambustion and pyrolysis processas are best 

modeled using fully time implicit equations, therefore the time derivative in the first term on the left 

hand side is taken as a backward time differentiation, rasuiting in: 

(135) 

I ( frPrl,- (frPr 1;0 1 ~x + 2.[ IPr; +Pr;.,) < Vr >; .-IPr i-1 +Pr; I <vr >; w I =lfwPw K2 -frPr K4l,l::..x 
Llt 2 ' ' • • ' ' 

The superscript 0 denotes the parameter value at time t-l::..t, while all ether parameters are given 

at time t. A linear interpolation was used to determine the density at the control volume 

boundaries. The veloeities at the boundaries are most easily determined using a staggered grid. A 

staggered grid also has the advantage that checkerboard pressure patterns, which are un-physical, 

are eliminated, see also Patankar (1980) and Andersen (1995) for details. A staggered grid means 

that the veloeities are not determined at the centre of the control volumes, but at the boundaries 

of the control volumes, eg. at positions e and w in figure 5. Using the Darcy equation to determine 

the veloeities at the staggered grid points results in: 

(136) 

where the index i for the velocity denotes the velocity at the boundary east of control volume i. 

This means that the velocity at the boundary west of control volume i, which is also the velocity 

at the boundary east of control volume i-1, is denoted by the index i-1 . Si nee equation ( 1 36) is a 

central difference expression the truncation error is of magnitude (l::..x)2 instead of !:::..x for forward 

or backward differencing, see Andersen (1995). Since backward differencing is applied to the time 

derivatives, their truncation errors are of magnitude l::..t. 

The energy equation can be calculated in a way very similar to the continuity equation. The 

simplified farm (86) containing the souree term and the effective conductivity will be used. In one 

dimension the equation becomes: 

a a a a -ICppT) + -lcprPr< vr>T) + S(T) = -lk.,,-T) at ax ' ax ax 
(137) 

where it is assumed that the matrix k.,, in the original equation has only one non-zero component 

in the x direction, so for the first diagonal element. Also space averages were used except for the 
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velocity. More complicated cases are easily calculated, but involve a lot more writing. Like the 

continuity equation this equation is integrated over the control volume i, resulting in: 

(138) 

where the last equality results trom using a central ditterenee approximation for the temperature 

gradient at the boundaries of the control volume. This completes the set of difference equations, 

the equations that were not discussed here were ordinary algebraic equations and do not need 

further discussion. 

The generalised Newton-Raphson methad appears to be the only stabie salution methad 

when evaporation is included. However even that methad slows down enormously with the 

evaporation effect included and larger permeability values (around 1 o-13 m2
). All other methods that 

were tried failed to convergein at least some normal circumstances. The reason that most methods 

fail to converga will be made plausible below. 

The gas continuity equation provides an estimate for the gas density. The souree term in 

the continuity equation is not relevant for the stability calculations, so a simple gas continuity 

equation is used. To simplify matters the gas component index is dropped for the remainder of this 

section. The continuity equation can be rewritten in the farm: 

P.ln•1l= _1_{(E .p.lnl)O+~((p.lnl+p. lnl) <v > -(p. lnl+p.lnl) <v > J} 
I y,l I 2 l:J.X I 1+1 y I 1-1 I y 1-1 

Ey,i 

(139) 

the superscripts of the densities denote the iteration number, so the left hand side denotes the 

(n + 1 )-th approximation of p, and it is given as a tunetion of its n-th approximation on the right 

hand side. For converganee the absolute value of the derivative of the (n + 1 )-th approximation to 

the n-th approximation should be less than 1 . Since the veloeities also depend on the gas densities 

the derivative is: 

()p
1
1n•1} 

()p,lnl 

() < V > () < V > ( 140) 
ll.t [ <V > - <V > + (p.ln} +p. In}) r I - (p. In} +pIn}) r i-1 l 

E 2ll.x r I r 1-1 I 1•1 () lnl 1-1 I () lnl 
~~ ~ PI 

To calculate the derivative of the velocity to the density the derivative of the Darcy equation is all 

that is needed. The result of this is: 

(141) 

The derivative for < vv > ,_ 1 is calculated in the sa me way. Except for the sign the result is the sa me 

as in the previous equation. lnserting the velocity derivatives into equation ( 140) results in: 

()p,tn•1} 

()p;'nl 

ll.t K E RT I } -.,..-:--(<V >·-<V>· + Y y,1 l(p lnl+2plnl+p n)] "' . 2 ,. r 1 r 1-1 ,. M 1-1 1 1+1 
"r.1 uX JlyuX 

(142) 

The combination of the first two termsis generally less than one for reasanabie step sizes. Since 

the density is always larger or equal to zero the combination of the last three terms is obviously 

larger or equal to the fourth term, so just the fourth term will be considered for simplicity: 
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At the end several parameter estimates were used to give an estimate for the time step that should 

be used in order to obtain convergence. For the universa! gas constant the value 8 J mole·1 K- 1
, for 

the temperature 300 K (ambient temperature), the viscosity 2 ·1 o-s Pa s, the space step 1 0·3 m, the 

molecular weight 20·1 o-3 kg and the permeability 1 0"13 m 2
• The time step has to be smaller than 

1 /600-th of a second if converganee is required. All these values are crude estimates and were 

chosen to obtain a large time step, in reality the time step has to be a lot smaller than the 1 /600-th 

second that was just calculated. lt seems fair to conclude that simple iterative methods of gas 

densities and veloeities require unacceptably small time steps; this became clear while developing 

the model. 

A generalised Newton-Raphson methad is the salution here. In some cases the converganee 

can still take hundreds of iterations, but at least converganee is obtained. Below these generalised 

Newton-Raphson equations are derived. Both the Newton-Raphson and the generalized Newton

Raphson methods can be found in several text books, see for example Hämmerlin and Hoffmann 

(1991 ). A gas continuity equation without sourees is rewritten as: 

(144) 

with G; the i-th component of a N + 1 component vector with i~ 0 and i~ N + 1 . The i-th component 

of G represents the continuity equation for the i-th control volume. For the generalized Newton

Raphson methad the (n + 1 )-th approximation is obtained by the following equation: 

(145) 

with JG the Jacobian of the vector tunetion G and P a vector where the i-th component is the gas 

density in control volume i (p;l and again the superscripts indicate the number of the approximation. 

Equation ( 145) is solved using the Gauss eliminatien methad and results in the difference between 

the n-th and (n + 1 )-th approximation of the vector P, so the result is (P'". 11-P1"1). The new (n + 1 )-th 

approximation follows by adding this difference to the n-th approximation. The i-th component of 

the vector tunetion G depends on the components i-1, i and i+ 1 of P, so the Jacobian is a 

tridiagonal matrix JG = aG/aP with the entries 

aG = I (146) 
api-1 

and on the diagonal 

(147) 

and 
J _ aG; _ 1 1 ( 1 a< v, >i 1 ;,;.1 - -a- - ï < v,>; + P;.1 +p; 

'Pi+1 api+1 
(148) 

with i~ 0 and i~ N + 1 . To limit writing the superscripts we re dropped, but they all have the index 

(n). For i= 0, for the open end, the density is determined by i deal gas law, so 

with the obvious entry 
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G - Rpo To 
0 - Pamb- -M--

(149) 

J = 8G0 
0,0 ~ 

cJPo 

(150) 

and 0 for J
0

.1 • The closedendis determined by the zero density gradient, so PN =PN+, and JN+ 1.N =-1 

and JN., .N +, = 1 . Th is completes the description of the generalized Newton-Raphson methad and 

guarantees convergence. Of course the methad should be applied to all gas components. To speed 

up the sametimes only linear converganee some additional strategies are recommended. 

Unfortunately a lack of time prohibited the search for an increased convergence. Converganee is 

assumed to be obtained if for all variables x with an absolute value larger than 1 o-s the condition 

x1n+1l_x1nl 

I ln•11 I < face x 
(151) 

In the next chapter the value of face is listed in Table I (face= 1 o-4
). 

The set of energy difference equations can be represented by a tridiagonal matrix too and 

it can be solved using the Gauss eliminatien method. The complete salution methad can be outlined 

along these lines 
0 Calculate the new values for the thermal conductivity (equations (121) and (123)-(124)) 

and permeability (equations (127) and (128) with fJ =fwlfw0 l. 

o Obtain temperature from thesetof energy equations (138). The resulting tridiagonal matrix 

is solved using Gauss elimination. 
0 Get the volume fractions for WOOD and CHAR from their rate equations ( 1 31) and ( 1 32). 

o In volumes without moisture (fp = 0) use the generalized Newton-Raphson equation for the 

vapour component to obtain the vapour density (adapt ( 144) to ( 1 50)). 

0 In volumes with moisture (fp;otO) obtain the vapeur density from the Clausius-Ciapeyron and 

Kelvin equation (97). Then obtain the liquid phase volume fractions from the set of vapour 

continuity equations. 
0 Use the generalized Newton-Raphson methad to obtain all other gas component densities 

(adapt (144) to (150)). 

0 fv = 1 - fp - fw- fc· Equation (117). 

0 Calculate the total gas pressure from the partial pressures. 

0 Calculate the gas velocity using the Darcy equation ( 1 36). 

0 lf the accuracy is obtained (if ( 1 51) holds) start with the next time step, el se go back to 

the top of this list. 
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6 Some numerical simulations 

Studies can be found that investigate the effect of several parameters on the pyrolysis of 

wood. The parameters studied are usually reaction rate parameters (frequency factors, activatien 

and reaction energies for several global reactions), permeability and thermal conductivity of solid 

componentsof wood. These parameters are all material properties that are ditticuit to change and 

they are usually highly uncertain, since they depend on the type and structure of the wood. This 

wood structure depends among other factors on the age of the tree, position in the tree trunk, 

weather- and soil-conditions. The present practica is to take values for parameters from tables and 

vary them to see how sensitive variables like eg. gas pressure or a gas component density are for 

changes in the parameters. lt is probably more useful to determine the values of the parameters 

experimentally for almast every batch of wood that is used for comparisons, thus providing a more 

reliable match between experiments and simulation. Even the highly uncertain global reaction rates 

can be more accurately estimated when permeability, heat conduction and initia! wood density are 

experimentally determined. This determination would require a very well equipped lab indeed and 

most labs studying wood cambustion do nat have the required equipment and our lab is no 

exception. Even with a well equipped lab determination of reaction parameters is difficult if nat 

impossible. This is caused by the large number of reactions occurring in the cambustion of wood 

and the fact that nat all gas concentrations can be determined with the required accuracy. Of 

course the highly virulent reaction zone and its high temperature do nat help either. 

The effect of varying reaction rate parameters and most other matter properties do nat 

produce any surprising results and can be found in the literature anyway, see for example 

Kailasanath and Zinn (1981 ), Moallemi et al. (1993) and Di Blasi (1993). The effects of other 

parameters that are expected to vary in the field are studied. To be more precise the effects of 

thermal irradiation of wood, the initia! density of the wood (the space averaged wood density varies 

with the type of wood) and the moisture content of the wood on the pyrolysis and drying 

processas are studied. Especially this last point has as far as we know never been studied before, 

while in practica wood always contains an important fraction of moisture. However in view of the 

stability problems, see previous chapter, and slow converganee of the simulation calculations when 

moisture is included it is nat much of a surprise that no studies seem to exist. 

6. 1 Geometry 

The piece of wood is irradiated from the left with radiation density q,act, so the boundary 

condition is given by equation (129). The leftendis open, so gases leave the piece of wood on the 

left end and Pr = Pamb at that end. The right end is assumed to be closed so vr = 0, while this end 

is nat irradiated, so setting q,.d = 0 and dropping the minus sign on the right hand side of equation 

( 129) gives the boundary condition for the right end. The right end is just supposed to be closed, 

no symmetry is assumed. The initia! conditions are set to ambient values and the parameter values 

that are chosen for the simulation are all reasanabie values for a typical case of wood pyrolysis, 
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see table I. Therm al conductivity for the solid phase was chosen at kw= 0.4 W m·1 K-1 which is in 

line with most studies on wood pyrolysis. The space averaged wood density is chosen as Po= 650 

kg m·3 and this is the density for beech. A moisture fraction [m] =0.1 is chosen and this is typical 

for lab experiments, in the field values between 0.2 and 0.3 are more realistic. 

Table I Parameter values as used in the simulations. 

a = 5.78·10·8 W m·2 K"4 

M 0 , = 32·10·3 kg 
kp = 0.6 W m·1 K-1 

L = 2.26·106 J kg·1 

kw = 0.4 W m·1 K-1 

Po = 650 kg m·3 

Lx = 1 5 ·10·3 m 
Tamb = 300 K 
[m] = 0.1 

ll.t = 0.1 s 
cp,G = 1 089 J kg_, K_, 
MT = 60·10"3 kg 
Ka = 10·13 m2 

A2 = 0.5 s· 1 

E3 = 80/R kJ mote·1 

ll.HwG = 0.5 MJ kg_, 

ll.HrG = -42 kJ kg-1 

R = 8.319 J mot·1 K"1 

MN, = 28·1 o·J kg 

cP.P = 4.18·1 0 3 J kg·1 K"1 

- c = 2 ·1 03 J kg"1 K_, p,v 
kc = 0.42 W m·1 K_, 
cp,w = 1 354 J kg·1 K_, 

Pamb = 1.01·105 Pa 
Q,.d = 3.182 ·1 04 W m·2 

Nx = 31 nodes 
cp,r = 1 089 J kg_, K_, 

Pr = 2.6·10·5 Pa s 
A, = 2000 s·1 

E2 = 35/R kJ mote·1 

A4 = 4.28·1 06 s·1 

ll.Hwr = 0.5 MJ kg·1 

MH,o = 18·1 0"3 kg 
Pp = 1 03 kg m·3 

kr = 25.77··3 W m·1 K_, 

P. = 1460 kg m·3 

cp.c = 669 J kg·1 K-1 

Eacc = 1 o-4 
MG = 30·10"3 kg 

cevap = 100 
E, = 80/R kJ mote·1 

A 3 = 1500 s·1 

E4 = 1 08/R kJ mote·1 

ll.Hwc = 0.5 MJ kg"1 

Here the value of Cevap = 1 00 K introduced in equation (96) is given and the permeability K0 = 1 a-
13m2 in this table is for dry virgin wood. Equation (127) is used to calculate the permeability for 

moisture containing wood, an equivalent correction is made for the charred wood. For the initia! 

wood density used here the permeability value is probably a little too large and should have been 

chosen a factor 10 or 100 smaller. Also the permeability was not adapted to the initia I wood 

density as should have been done, instead it is kept constant in all initia! conditions for the 

simulations in this report. This is acceptable' since simulations showed that the effect of 

permeability is totally insignificant, except for the internat gas densities which are slightly affected 

and the gas pressure which changes enormously. However the positions of the pyrolysis front and 

the evaparatien front, bath of which will be explained later, will be studied and these are not 

affected by the permeability. 

First a problem caused by the discretization of the equations will be looked into. This 

problem shows up clearly in the evaJution of the TAR density, see figure 6. This graph shows a 

number of sharp peaks, which are discretization effects. In figure 7 on the ether hand no peaks are 

visible. The difference is that for the simuiatien fortigure 6 moisture was present, while for the 

simuiatien for tigure 7 no moisture was present. This seems to suggest that the moisture volume 

- fraction and the vapeur density can lead to discretization effects. A possible explanation is given 

below-. The evaparatien process in two adjoining control volumes is considered, bath still containing 

moisture. Assuming that the wood is irradiated from the left only the left control volume has the 

highest temperature. To simplify writing the indices I for the leftand r for the right control volume 

will be used. Assumed is that T1 is smaller than the effective boiling temperature Tb, then T,<Tb too 
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Figure 6 Discretization effects on the intrinsic phase average TAR density profile. 
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Figure 7 Intrinsic phase averaged TAR density profile. No moisture in the wood. 

and the evaporation process is tastest in the left control volume. Due to heat conduction T, 

increases until T, ~Tb> T,. Assuming that bath control volumes still contain a significant amount of 

moisture at this point the moisture in the left control volume startsboiling, thus speeding up the 

evaparatien process enormously, resulting in a large pressure build-up. The pressure in the left 

control volume becomes considerably larger than in any of its neighbours, causing high veloeities 

out of this control volume. In fact the pressure in this control volume is higher than anywhere else 
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in the wood. Due to the very high evaparatien rate the gas phase of the left control volume 

contains almast exclusively water vapour. This moves to neighbouring control volumes with high 

velocities, thus flushing out other gas components from those control volumes. This flushing 

process explains the right hand slope of the peaks in tigure 6. These processes continue until the 

moisture fraction in the left control volume becomes negligible. Usually T, is still smaller than Tb. 

lf this is nat the casesteam explosions would result inside the wood and tearit up. In fact that is 

what happens in a wood log fire, although only on a small scale, and the steam explosions can be 

heard as the popping of the burning wood. Returning to the assumption T,<Tb consider the 

evaparatien rate again. In the left control volume there is no moisture left to evaporate, while in 

the right control volume T,<Tb resulting in a much slower evaparatien rate. Now T1 will increase 

rapidly, since no energy is used for the evaparatien of moisture. This rapid temperature increase 

causes a further albeit slower increase of pressure in the left control volume. This leads to a 

flushing effect that is still increasing, but at a much lower rate. In turn this leads to a reduced rate 

of gas component density reduction, thus explaining the shape of the valleys in Figure 6. After 

some time the increase in temperature is no langer sufficient for a further increase in pressure in 

the left control volume. In fact this pressure starts reducing quickly due to the outflow of gases 

while no souree is present. In the right control volume the pressure is still very much lower than 

that in the left control volume, so all veloeities reduce considerably. This in turn reduces the 

flushing out of gas components by vapour and as a result the concentrations of all components, 

except possibly the vapour, increase rapidly. This explains the left hand slope of the peaks in 

Figure 6. Very soon T,>Tb and flushing causes a rapid decreasein gas component density again. 

In tact this already starts when the gas pressure in the right control volume p, is larger than the gas 

pressure in the left control volume p1• 

6.2 Evaporation and pyrolysis fronts 

lt is obvious that the moisture in a control volume is usually nat evenly distributed. 

Especially in the hottest volume still containing a significant amount of liquid the moisture is 

distributed unevenly. In that case the left most part of the control volume contains a negligible 

liquid moisture fraction while for the right-most side the liquid fraction is of the same magnitude 

as that of the control volume on the right. Somewhere in between there would then be a region 

with a very sharp gradient in the moisture fraction and this region could be considered as an 

interface ar front. lt is now assumed that such a front exists and a methad is given here that could 

be used to calculate a position of the front. To make the equations more readable the position of 

this evaporation front at time t will be denoted by xe and its position at time t-ilt by xe 0 • Th is 

description would result in a zero moisture fraction on the left side of xe and a constant moisture 

fraction Epe on the right side of the control volume containing xe, see tigure 8. The moisture fraction 

EPn+ 1 in the control volume n + 1 is in general nat constant and nat equal to EPn or Epe· The moisture 

volume fraction profile looks more like the sketch of the real profile in the graph. The bump is 

caused by condensation of water vapour and this is confirmed in simulations, see for example 

tigure 9. Due to the very steep gradient of the liquid ph a se the bump in tigure 8 is deformed to the 

spiky shape it has in tigure 9. The moisture fraction EPn in control volumen is the average over the 

volume of control volumen. The value of Epe is chosenat the moment that xe crosses the boundary 
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Figure 9 A moisture profile in drying wood according to a simulation. 

of a control volume, so when x.0 is in control volume n-1 and x. in volumen. The value of Ep. is 

then given by: 
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(152) 

Thus ensuring that no sudden jumps occur when x. crosses a boundary. The position of x. is now 

easy to calculate when x. and x. 0 are in the sa me control volume. 

(153) 

Note that with Ep. given by equation (152) x. is given in a consistent manner when x. crosses a 

boundary and with fpn=O x. reaches the right boundary of the control volume as it should. 

Following this methad closely the evaporation front would never cross a boundary, so a zero-th 

order estimate of x. is used for every new time. The zero-th order approximation is used for all 

other variables too and is given by 

x 101 (t+~t) = x(t) + [x(t)-x(t-~t)] (154) 

Here x101 is the zero-th order approximation of a variabie x. When x. and x.0 are contained in the 

samecontrol volume equation (153) gives the value of x •. However if x. and x.0 are not contained 

in the same control volume, then x. is obtained from its zero-th order estimate and with equation 

( 152) a new value for Epe is calculated. In this last case the zero-order approximation of x. is 

assumed to be the final result and Ep. is updated as long as the required accuracy is not reached. 

A similar exercise to the one for the evaporation front can be done for the pyrolysis front, 

however since no condensation of the solid phase is possible the pyrolysis front is calculated in a 

slightly different way. ft is assumed that the position of the pyrolysis front is at the point where 

fw(x, t) = c. Here c is the wood fraction that is assumed to exist at the exact position of the 

pyrolysis front and it is assumed to be constant. Since this is just a concept that is supposed to 

reduce the discretization problem and nat meant to describe the pyrolysis process accurately the 

value of c is nat that important. Of course it should meet the criteria 0 < c < f w{O) with f w(O) the 

initial solid fraction of the wood. This is obvious since the wood volume fraction can nat increase 

and also can nat become negative. The position of the pyrolysis front is taken at the point where 

fw(x,t) =c =e·1fw(0). Assuming a linear profile between neighbouring points tor the wood fraction 

it is clear that 

(155) 

With n the first point left of xp and n + 1 the first point right of xp, ~x the distance between points 

n and n + 1 and x the point where fw(x,t) is obtained. The position of the pyrolysis front xp is 

calculated by setting fw(x,t) to e·1fw(0), x to xP. Solving the resulting equation for xp results in: 

(156) 

Wood, char and liquid phase fractions as welt as the gas densities, gas velocity and gas 

pressure are mainly caused by evaparatien and pyrolysis. The temperature is mainly determined by 

the evaporation and the different phase fractions which in turn are mainly determined by 

evaporation and pyrolysis again. Other parameters influence the actual values of the above 
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mentioned variables toa, but without evaparatien and pyrolysis negligible changes in velocity and 

pressure result. Basically the piece of wood could then be described as a solid and the salution of 

its heat conduction equation would describe the situation quite accurately. 

Since pyrolysis and evaparatien affect all other variables it seems obvious to consider the 

effect of several parameters on these two variables only. The position of the evaparatien and 

pyrolysis fronts in a simuiatien are easy to track and the effect of parameters on them is far more 

easy to quantify than for any of the other variables. Therefore the effect of thermal radiation q,ad, 

initia! wood density Po and moisture content [mi on the position of the pyrolysis and evaparatien 

fronts will be studied. 

Using the expressions tor xe and xP arrived at earlier in equations ( 1 53) and ( 1 56) in a 

simuiatien results in the graph in tigure 1 0. This graph shows that the evaparatien front moves 

much taster (steeper gradient of the curve) than the pyrolysis front. Of course this is due to the 

tact that the effective boiling temperature is much lower than the temperature at which pyrolysis 

sets in. Another important ditterenee is that the evaparatien front moves substantially virtually trom 

the start, while the pyrolysis front hardly moves at all tor quite some time. Again this is caused by 

the different temperatures at which the processas occur. lt takes only a tew seconds for the tirst 

irradiated control volume to reach the effective boiling temperature, while it takes several minutes 

tor it to heat up to temperatures that enable pyrolysis at a reasanabie rate. The tact that the 

pyrolysis front does nat start at x= 0 is caused by the calculation methad of xp and the fa ct that 

on the edge of the piece of wood the wood fraction is supposed to be zero. Bath the graphs in 

tigure 1 0 are very welf described by a second order polynomial in v't, so by 
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Figure 1 0 The position of the evaparatien front xe and the pyrolysis front xP as a tunetion of time 
in a pyrolysing piece of wood. · 
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Here the index i can have the values e to denote the evaporation front and p to denote the 

pyrolysis front. Of course the coefficients differ forthese two cases. Some of the simulations done 

in this study result in graphs that are also well described by a0 + a;Vt or by a0 + a2t. For the pyrolysis 

front equation ( 1 5 7) only holds for t > r, the time when pyrolysis becomes significant.· Strange 

enough the description xP = a0 + a1v'h-rl + a2(t-r) is worse than that of equation ( 157). Fort:::;; r xP = 0 

is taken. The way to equation (157) was really quite simple; the complementary error function is 

a fundamental solution of the heat equation fora homogeneaus solid without heat sourees or sinks. 

A process like moisture evaporation or wood pyrolysis occurs mainly close to some sort of process 

temperature which is virtually constant for the given situation. The complementary error tunetion 

is equivalent to a constant process temperature for points in space and time that are determined 

by the equation x= a..Jt and this is the second term of ( 1 5 7). Some of the other fundamental 

solutions a lso require x= a..Jt to result in a virtually constant temperature. The first coefficient in 

equation (157) is needed to meet initial conditions. Due to the non-homogeneaus nature of the 

pyrolysing moist wood and the sourees and sinks in it a second order approximation is introduced 

to improve the description. Th is second order description is the last term in ( 1 57). 

Since a simple equation can be easily and accurately fitted to the simulation data it 

becomes obvious that the effects of q,.d, Po and [m] on x. and xP can be obtained by determining 

their effect on the coefficients a0 , a1 and a2 and this is exactly what is done in the next three 

sections. 

6.3 The effect of the initial wood density 

Different types of wood have different initial wood densities Po (space averaged wood 

density), therefore the effect of the initial wood density on pyrolysis and evaporation has to be 

determined in order to determine pyrolysis and evaporation in different types of wood. Some 

examples for different types of wood are White Fir p 0 =41 0 kg/m 3
, Meranti p 0 = 600 kg/m 3

, Merbau 

Po= 850 kg/m3 and Tamarindus lndica p0 = 975 kg/m 3
, see Bussmann (1988) and Krishna Prasad 

(1986). Figure 11 shows the position of the evaporation front x. for three values of the initial wood 

density. As can be expected the front position at a given time is further away from the irradiated 

edge for smaller wood densities. This can be explained easily since smaller wood densities mean 

smaller heat capacities which in turn lead totaster heating of the material and faster evaporation. 

This effect is even larger for the pyrolysis front xp, see figure 12. The pyrolysis temperature is 

higher than the evaporation temperature so different heating rates occur over a longer time interval, 

resulting in larger differences between the different wood densities. So qualitatively the effect of 

the wood density can be explained, but a more quantitative description is possible. The dependenee 

of the coefficients of x. and xP on Po is not very difficult. In order to better distinguish between x. 

and xp, x. will be denoted by the coefficients a0 , a1 and a2 while xP will be described by the 

coefficients bQ, b1 and b2 • With an initial 0.1 fraction for the moisture content by weight on a dry 

matter basis ([m] = 0.1) figures 13 to 1 5 result describing the coefficients of x. and figures 16 to 

1 8 describing the coefficients of xp. The curves are simple equations fitted to the data points 

obtained from simulations. For other moisture contents ([ml =0.15 and [m] =0.25) similar graphs 

could be obtained. All coefficients can bedescribed by an equation of the form: 
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(158) 

with c either a coefficient trom xe (so C; = a;l or xP (so C; = b;l and the index i= 1, 2 or 3. The 

dependenee of the coefficients on the initial wood density tor different moisture contents is given 

in the table below: 

Tabte 11 The initial wood density dependenee of coefficients. 

[m]=0.1 
a0 = -2.974·10'4 - 1.813·10'5 ..[p0 - 4.124·10·7 Po 
a, = 1 0.62•10'4 - 2.583·1 0'5 VPo + 2.197·10'7 Po 
a2 = -9.374·10'6 + 6.729·10'7 ..[p0 - 5.701·10·9 Po 
b0 = -2.958·10'3 + 2.512·10'4 ../p0 -7.411·10'6 p0 

b, = 2.679·10·4
- 1.905·10'5 ..[p0 + 4.713·10'7 Po 

b2 = 2.747·10'6 + 9.627·10·8 ..[p0 - 4.7·10'9 Po 

[m]=0.15 
a0 = 6.146·10·4

- 1 .049·10·4 .J'Po + 1.18·10·6 Po 
a, = 8.324·10·4

- 1.184·10·5 .J'Po- 2.033·10·8 Po 
a2 = -5.232·10·6 + 2.389·10.7 ../Po + 1.442·10·9 p 0 

b0 = -2.691·10·3 + 2.421·10'4 ..[p0 - 8.723·10·6 Po 
b, = 1.864·10·4 -1.255·10·5 ..[p0 + 4.352·10·7 Po 
b2 = 4.09·10·6

- 9.228·10'8 ..[p0 - 2.191·10·9 Po 

[m] =0.25 
a0 = -4.645·10·3 + 4.087·10·4 ..[p0 -1.248·10·5 p 0 

a, = 3.462·10·4
- 2.584·10·5 ..[p0 + 7.142·10·7 Po 

a2 = -4.448·10·7 + 2.244·10·7 ..[p0 - 8.323·10·9 Po 
b0 = 6.534·10·4 -1.143·10.4 ../Po + 1.499·10·6 p 0 

b, = 6.653·10·4 
- 5.195·10·6 ..[p0 - 1.497·10·7 Po 

b2 = -2.708·10·6
- 1.038·10'8 ..[p0 + 6.256·10'9 Po 

The reader is given the opportunity to judge the accuracy of the curves fitted with equation ( 1 5 7) 

and the generalized equations following trom the coefficients in Table IJ. Fora representative case 

the best fit to the simulation of xe is given in tigure 19 and the best fit to xP is given in tigure 20. 

The generalized equations ditter so little trom the best fits that no ditterenee can be seen on the 

scale of the graphs. Therefore no curves tor the generalized equations are given. Especially in the 

graph tor xP the fit shows vatues xP < 0. These occur si nee a fit is only made over the time that 

xp > Y2 t:J.x or in other words tor times when pyrotysis is significant. As a result the fit and the 

generalized equations are only valid tor times when xP (or xel are positive. tf a negative value is 

calculated xP (or xel is simpty set to zero and pyrotysis (or evaporation) is not taking place due to 

an insufficiently high temperature. lf this ruleis foliowed the simpte equations resulting trom Table 

IJ describe the effect of initial wood density on the position of both evaporation and pyrolysis front 

quite accuratety. Soa detailed simutation is not required and Xe and xp can even be catcutated with 

a simpte calculator. 
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Figure 11 The evafution of the position of the evaparatien front for different initiaf wood densities. 
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Figure 12 The evafution of the position of the pyrofysis front for different initiaf wood densities. 
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6.4 The effect of thermal radiation 

One of the most significant parameters determining the pyrolysis is arguably the thermal 

radiation applied to the fuel. The actual thermal radiation radiated to the fuel usually depends on 

the presence and distance of combustion chamber walls to a piece of wood and on other pieces 

of wood. This can not be determined without a detailed knowledge of stove geometry, fuel bed 

status, etc. Since this is not considered in this study thermal radiation levels are just chosen and 

set. Figure 21 shows the curves for xe tor three values of the thermal radiation q,ad· As can be seen 

a higher thermal radiation leads to a taster movement of xe, thus to a position further away trom 

the irradiated edge (x= 0) at a given time. The explanation involving the process temperature in the 

previous section can be repeated to explain the difference between the curves for xe (figure 21 ) 

and the curves for xP (figure 22). Ag a in the qualitative explanation of the effect of thermal radiation 

on the front positions is quite easy and the effect is quantified by determining the thermal radiation 

effect on the corresponding coefficients in equation (157) Table 111 gives these coefficients a, and 

b; as a tunetion of the thermal radiation q,.d for different moisture contents. 

Table 111 

[m]=0.1 
ao = -2.029·10"3 + 3.593-10"8 qrad- 1.517-10"13 (Q,.d)2 

a, = 7.261-10"4
- 7.39-10"10 qrad- 4.946/q,.d 

a2 = -9.92·10"8 + 3.752-10"11 qrad + 9.693·10"2/(q,.d+1232) 
b0 = 4.809·10-4 + 46.7/(7175-q,.d) 
b, = -9.23·10-5 + 1.27-10"9 Qrad + 6.058/(q,ad+10107) 
b2 = -1.526-10"6 + 1.335·10-10 Qrad-7.041·10-16 (q,ad) 2 

[m] =0.15 
ao = -2.235·10"3 + 3. 733·1 o-s qrad - 1. 523·10"13 (Q,.d)2 

a, = 7.048-10"4
- 9.84·10"10 qrad- 4.924/qrad 

a2 = -2.69-10"6 + 4.236·10"1 1 qrad + 0.1 054/(Q,.d + 1232) 
bo = 5.522·1 0"4 + 64.02/(7175-q,.d) 
b, = -1.27·10"4 + 1.446·10"9 Q,ad + 9.637 /(q,.d + 101 07) 
b2 = -3.522 ·1 o-s + 1 .428·10"10 qrad - 7.201 ·10"16 (q,ad) 2 

[m]=0.25 
a0 = -2.122·10-3 + 3.284·10-e Q,.d- 1.346-10-13 (q,ad)2 

a, = 6.171·10-4
- 6.94·10-10 q,ad- 4.957/q,.d 

a2 = -3.56·10"6 + 3.107·10"11 qrad + 0.1199/(q,ad+1232) 
b0 = 1.231·10-5 + 54.47/(7175-q,ad) 
b, = -6.97·10"5 + 1.587·10"9 Q,ad + 7.07/(q,ad+10107) 
b2 = -2.316·10"6 + 8.683·10-11 Qrad- 5.237·10"16 (Q,ad)2 
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Figure 22 The effect of thermal radiation on the position of the pyrolysis front. 

The effect of the thermal radiation on the coefficients of x. and xP is slightly more 

complicated than in the case of initia! wood densities, however curves can be fitted to the 

si mulation data points a bout as well as in the case of initia I wood density. Ag a in fits for different 

moisture contents were made, see Table 111 for the resulting coefficients. Figures 23 to 25 show 

the effect of the thermal radiation on the evaporation coefficients, while figures 26 to 28 show the 

effect on the pyrolysis coefficients. 
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Justas in the previous sectien graphs for the curves fitted with equation (157) are given 

so the accuracy of the fit and the generalized equations resulting from Table 111 can be judged. 

Again a representative case is taken and a best fit for the position of the evaparatien front x. can 

beseen in figure 29, while a best fit for the position of the pyrolysis front xp can beseen in figure 

30. Again the difference between the best fit and the generalized equations resulting from the use 

of Table 111 is too small to see on the scale of the graphs. Therefore the curves for the generalized 

equations are omitted. 

Like the previous sectien xP < 0 at the start, but again "" is set to zero in these cases and 

no pyrolysis is assumed to occur. The generalized equations resulting from Table 111 describe the 

effect of thermal radiation on the position of the evaparatien front x. and the pyrolysis front xp 
quite wel I. However it must be said that the thermal radiation q,.d should be at least 20 kW m·2

• The 

effect of lower values can not bedescribed using equations derived from Table 111. Forthese values 

of the thermal radiation the temperature increases slowly and pyrolysis sets in late at a reduced 

rate of pyrolysis. In fact 1 5 kW m·2 leads to some pyrolysis only after more than 900 seconds and 

smaller values for the thermal radiation probably do not lead to sufficiently high temperatures for 

significant pyrolysis. However for q,.d > 20 kW m·2 the effect of q,.d on the position of the 

evaparatien front x. and the pyrolysis front xp is again well described by simple equations resulting 

from Table 111. 
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6.5 The effect of moisture content 

A parameter that can ruin the performance of wood burning systems is the moisture 

content of the wood. As aresult it is important to know what the effect of moisture on pyrolysis 

and evaparatien is. lt is customary to express the moisture content as the weight fraction of the 

water on a dry matter basis, so as 

[mJ (159) 

with P. the solid ph a se density ( intrinsic phase average). Th is solid phase density is a bout constant 

between different types of wood, see Kaliman and Cöté (1968). 

As an example figure 31 shows the curves for the position of the evaparatien front for 

three values of the moisture content [m]. Since the moisture requires energy to evaparate it is 

obvious that a higher moisture content leads to a lower temperature at a given time and this leads 

to slower rnaving fronts x. and xP. As described in the previous sections this lower temperature 

results in a front which at a given time is closer to the irradiated boundary. So figure 31 and 32 

are qualitatively explained si nee bath show a front position closer to the irradiated edge (x= 0) for 

higher moisture contents. As in the previous sections an attempt is made to get a quantitative 

expression for the effect of the moisture contents [m] on x. and xP, but unlike the effects of wood 

density and thermal radiation this one is quite complicated and it is quite difficult to get good fits 

for the simuiatien data points. The data points are more or less described by equations of the 

general farm: 

(160) 

with the coefficient notatien as before. In some cases the middle term does nat result in a better 

description, so in those cases it was nat included. For the moisture dependenee of all the 

coefficients see table IV. The fits for x. are still quite reasonable, however the fits for xp are really 

unacceptable. lt appears that no fit of a single parameter curve (parameter moisture content [m]) 

is possible. lt is nat at all clear what the reason for this is. One possibility is that the temperature 

at the pyrolysis front xP is mainly determined by the hot part of the piece of wood. In those parts 

there is no moisture present anymore, thus some other parameter has a large effect on xp. On the 

other hand xp can never pass x., so there is still some effect of the moisture content toa. Probably 

a two or more parameter tunetion can be fitted to xP. The effect of the moisture content on the 

Table IV Coefficient values describing the moisture dependance. 

a0 = -1.25·10-3 + 1.268·10-3 exp(-17.94 [m]) 
a,= 2.751·10-4 + (3.2·10-3 [m] + 2.406·10-4

) exp(-7.181 [m]) 
a2 = 8.152 ·10-7 + 2. 789·10-5 exp(-22.14 [m]) 
b0 = -2.43·10-3 + (2.173·10-2 [m]- 1.6·10-4

) exp(-10.83 [m]) 
b, = 1.541·10-4 + (-1.971·10-3 [m] + 3.754·10-5

) exp(-13.29 [m]) 
b2 = -6.03·10-7 + (6.982·10-5 [m]-1.779·10-6 ) exp(-13.25 [m]) 
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coefficients describing the evaporation is shown in figure 33 to 35 and the effect on the 

coefficients of the pyrolysis process is shown in figure 36 to 38. 

Again a typical case is taken and direct simuiatien results, fitted results and generalized 

equations rasuiting from Table IV are compared for the front positions. Figure 39 shows the direct 

simuiatien results (solid linel and the best fit to those results using equation (1571 (dashed linel for 

the evaporation front. Again the best fit and the generalized equations rasuiting from Table IV could 

not be distinguished on the scale of the graph, so the latter was dropped. However for the pyrolysis 

front a clear distinction could bemadebetween the best fit and the curve obtained using Table IV, 

so bath curves are presented in figure 40 tagether with the pyrolysis front position actually 

obtained from the corresponding simulation. Again the best fit describes the position of the 

pyrolysis front quite well, but the expressions in Table IV are not sufficiently reliable to be used for 

the determination of xp. However it is possible to use the table to determine the position of the 

evaporation front. 

The effect of moisture on pyrolysis is still not quantified very well. Therefore a closer look 

into the mathematica! problem of a solid heat conduction equation with a rnaving singular heat sink 

is needed. Fundamental solutions or good approximate solutions to this problem can most likely be 

found in the literature and give a better idea of which tunetion describes the effect of moisture. 

Of course the equations describing singlad out effects of initial wood density, thermal 

radiation and moisture are not very useful. ldeally the effects of all these parameters should be 

incorporated into a single equation. However this proves to be quite difficult and is left for future 

research. Also a large number of experiments and simulations are needed in order to determine 

reasanabie estimates for frequency factors and activatien energies. Other experiments are needed 

to determine permeability, thermal conductivity and the constant c.vap occurring in the combined 

Clausius-Ciapeyron-Kelvin equation. This is also left for future research. 
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7 Context of this study 

Cooking in most of the developing countries is done with wood mostly on open fires. Two 

problems related to the use of wood fires are health problems associated with wood smoke emitted 

by the fire and desertification due to fuel wood use in some sensitive areas like eg. areas around 

cities in sub-Saharan countries. Developing agencies and Non-Governmental Organizations are 

trying to reduce these problems by fuel switching and by developing improved wood stoves. As 

the name suggests with fuel switching other fuels like kerosene, natural gas, biogas and electricity 

are used for cooking. Unfortunately the supply of these fuels in developing countries is often 

probiernatie especially in rural areas and small cities. Also the cost of these fuels is often high, 

again especially in rural areas and small cities where fuel wood is usually free or almost free. 

Because of the disadvantages of fuel switching the dissemination of improved wood stoves is still 

popular in the fight against desertification and wood smoke induced health problems. Presently 

there seems to be no wood stove available that is fuel efficient, has acceptable smoke emissions 

and is affordable for the users in developing countries. Some people have made wild claims, but 

lab tests at for instanee the Woodburning Stoves Group in Eindhoven always showed a failure to 

operate with acceptable smoke emissions and somatimes disappointing efficiencies too. Regarding 

smoke emission levels a notabie exception is the so-called 'downdraft stove' developed and tested 

extensively in Eindhoven. Unfortunately its efficiency is disappointing and its cost is far too high 

for use in developing countries. However affordable clay and ceramic versions might be developed 

successfully. 

Years of testing of especially the downdraft stove at the Woodburning Stove Group lead 

to the condusion that the combustion quality (CO/C02 ratio) is very sensitive to the air supply, see 

Krishna Prasad and Moerman (1991) and Moerman (1991 ). Adding wood to the fire every minute 

or so is best for the combustion quality. However this is not very user friendly, so the time between 

two wood charges should be at least 1 5 minutes. In order to obtain a good combustion quality 

throughout such an interval requires a way of matching the air supply to the volatile and charcoal 

power output. An additional requirement is being able to control the pyrolysis rate, so fuel use can 

be reduced when less power is needed for cooking. In order to be able todetermine the most fuel 

efficient oparation of a stove contiguration it is necessary to have at least some idea of the power 

output of a stove. Bussmann (1988) presented a model foranopen fire and a modelfora 'shielded 

fire' (as the name suggests this is basically a fire with a wind shield around it). These mode Is 

enable the prediction of the stove efficiency if both the volatile and charcoal power output are 

known. Bussmann used a model suggested by Verhaart (1983) for the prediction of the volatile 

power. Verhaart assumes that all pieces of wood in a batch thrown onto a fire all ignite at once 

and have a constant fire penetratien rate. What Verhaart calls fire penetratien rate is basically what 

was called the velocity of the pyrolysis front in this study. A notabie difference is that Verhaart 

does not distinguish an evaporation front. Also his model requires experimental determination of 

the fire penetratien rate for every situation. Soa change in wood type, moisture contentor fuel bed 

temperature requires an experiment to determine the fire penetratien rate. For the design of new 

improved stoves or the adaptation of old ones to new circumstances this is cumbarsome to say the 

least. The study presented in this report is a marked improvement since only a few experiments 
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are required to determine values for some parameters like for instanee activatien energies and 

effects of other parameter values and circumstances follow from the model. Verhaart's model 

assumes that the fire penetratien rate is constant and the moisture content is only taken into 

account by adjusting the calorie value of the volatile gases. Bussmann determined the fire 

penetratien rate by measuring the maximum power output and the corresponding weight loss rate. 

The fire penetratien rate c then fellows from Verhaart's assumption of a constant fire penetratien 

rate. In ene-dimension this becomes: 

c Pv,max (161) 

The factor 0.8 in the numerator occurs since a fraction 0.8 of the original wood bulk density Pw 

is turned into volatile gases. Furthermore Pv,max is the maximum measured power output, Bv the 

calorie value of the volatile gases, w the width and h the height of the piece of wood. Verhaart 

assumes the pyrolysis starts at the moment the piece of wood is added to the fire. This is not 

completely correct since it takes some time for the sides of the wood to reach the pyrolysis 

temperature. The simulations done as a part of this study showed that it can take several minutes 

befare a significant pyrolysis rate is obtained. As the pyrolysis front (fire penetration) is deeper 

inside the piece of wood heat has to travel a langer path. Therefore it stands to reason that the 

actual fire penetratien rate slows down with time. This could be observed in the graphs of 

evaparatien front position x. and pyrolysis front position xp in the previous chapter. However 

Verhaart assumes it is constant, so he prediets too high a value after some time. Fortimes close 

to zero the speed at which x. and xP travel is very high, so Verhaart's fire penetratien rate c is 

smaller at those times. The power output depends basically linear on the fire penetratien rate, and 

these effects can be found in the power output graphs of tigure 41 . 
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lf pyrolysis and evaparatien occur in three dimensions equally in all directions then after some time 

the surface area of unreacted wood is much smaller for Verhaart's model than for this study, since 

Verhaart's fire penetratien rate c is larger than the speed of xp. Therefore there is far less wood 

available to pyrolyse, so at that time the power output obtained by Verhaart is less than that 

obtained in this study. This can be seen when the graphs for bath 3-D cases in figure 41 are 

compared. For the one-dimensional case no surface area change occurs and the volatile power is 

obtained by Verhaart is larger than that from this study over the whole interval as can be seen 

when the graphs for bath 1-D cases in figure 41 are compared. 

lt would seem that the model used in this study is a significant impravement on the model 

used by Verhaart (1983) and Bussmann (1988) since this study rnadeis processas that are 

discarded by the latter. For completeness figure 42 shows the separate contributions of the power 

needed for moisture evaparatien and the power provided by the volatile gases in ene-dimension. 

Since the moisture content is only 0.1 the power loss due to moisture evaparatien is much smaller 

than the power output for the volatile gases. Figure 43 shows the same graph for the three

dimensional case. 
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Figure 42 Volatile power and power required for moisture evaporation according to this study (1-D). 

The mass evolution of a pyrolysing piece of wood is shown in figure 44. For comparability the 

weight of the piece of wood is made dimensionless. Again for each model 1-D and 3-D cases are 

distinguished. The graphs show that the mass of the wood for the model used by Bussmann and 

Verhaart is a little larger than for this study for the first 1 00 to 1 50 seconds. This is because the 

speed at which xe and xP travel fortimes close to zero is very high. This can be explained by the 

energy equation which can be simplified (certainly for small times) toa heat conduction equation. 

With the sudden switch-on of thermal radiation at t = 0 its fundamental solutions are singular for 

t = 0. Therefore for times close to t = 0 the results are incorrect. A fter 1 50 seconds the ma ss 

according to Bussmann and Verhaart is smaller than that found with the model in this study. This 

is due to the over-prediction of the fire penetration rate by Verhaart for large times. 
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8 Conclusions and recommendations 

The usual parameters that are investigated in pyrolysis studies are frequency factors, 

activatien energies, heat of reaction and permeability. These parameters are very ditticuit to 

determine and their values are usually very uncertain. Therefore it is not very useful to study these 

parameters when the aim is a model to help design small wood burning devices. From that point 

of view it is far more useful to investigate the effects of parameters like initia! wood density, 

thermal irradiation and moisture content. These parameters can be determined easily and 

accurately. In most pyrolysis studies variables like gas densities and gas pressures are studied. 

Unfortunately these variables are seriously affected by discretization effects when moisture is 

included. Temperature and phase volume fraction profiles are less sensitive for discretization 

effects. Capturing the pyrolysis process in a single time dependent variabie and the evaparatien 

process in another single time dependent variabie makes the analysis easier. A pyrolysis front and 

an evaparatien front were introduced in the simuiatien and their positions were calculated to 

describe the pyrolysis respectively the evaparatien process. The fronts move in a manner that can 

be expected on the basis of the process temperatures; around 373 K for the evaparatien process 

and 450-650 K for the pyrolysis process. The position of bath fronts is very well described by a 

second order polynomial of the square root of time, so by a0 + a,..[t + a2t. The coefficients in this 

equation depend on the simuiatien parameters e.g. initia! wood density, thermal irradiation and 

moisture content. 

The effect of the initia! wood density p0 on these coefficients a; is easily and accurately 

described by a second order polynomial of ..jp 0 , see Table 11. The effect of therm al radiation q,.d is 

more complicated and less accurate. Same coefficients are given by a second order polynomial in 

Q,.d. However the remaining coefficients are still described with sufficient accuracy and by simple 

equations, see table 111. Matters get far more complicated for the effect of the moisture content. 

Reasanabie descriptions are only possible for the evaparatien process, however the effect of the 

moisture content on the pyrolysis coefficients is very hard to describe. The best that was managed 

so far were the equations in table IV, but these descriptions are quite crude, as is especially clear 

in figures 36 to 38. 

The use of the evaparatien front and pyrolysis front, especially with the use of the tables, 

makes it very easy to predict the power output of a piece of wood as a tunetion of time and some 

other parameters. This power output can be calculated without the need of specialized computer 

programmes. This makes it well suited for field workers who can now access this potentially 

valuable information. The power output can also be used as input for the open fire and 'shielded 

fire' models of Bussmann ( 1 988). 

Attempts to combine the effects of initial wood density, thermal irradiation and moisture 

content were not successful. In order to succeed in this description more simulations are needed. 

Also experiments should be done in order to determine to what extent the introduced pyrolysis and 

evaparatien frontsexist in reality and how they propagate. To do this the positions of these fronts 

should be determined during experiments. The usual density analysis at the end of the experiment 

is too cumbersome and reduces the reproducibility. In the commercial sector it is already common 

to maasure the electric resistance of the wood to determine its moisture content. With proper 
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calibration procedures this might be a viabie methad in lab experiments too. Probably the electric 

resistance can also be used to determine the position of the pyrolysis front. Further research into 

these possibilities is recommended, since it can lead to fast, detailed data. 

Di Blasi enthusiastically introduced two volatile gas components formed during the pyrolysis 

process in order to explain the occurrence of endothermic pyrolysis reactions in some cases and 

exothermic reactions in others. Another simpler methad to explain the experimentally observed 

pyrolysis reaction energies seems to be only two pyrolysis reactions; one forming a volatile gas and 

one forming char. However contrary to Di Biasi's assumption the two reactions would then have 

different reaction energies. Their enthalpy should be chosen in such a way that the char enthalpy 

is equivalent to the correct cambustion value of the char, which is about 33 MJ/kg. The enthalpy 

for the volatile gas then follows from the enthalpy of the char and the cambustion value of the 

unreacted wood. This also makes the inclusion of char cambustion a little more consistent. As long 

as the activation energies for the gas and the char reactions are chosen different, endothermic and 

exothermic reactions can result in different temperature regimes as experimentally observed. This 

methad is a lot simpler and far more easy to analyze than the two component pyrolysis gas used 

by Di Blasi. Unfortunately time considerations did notpermit us to try out this method, but it should 

be looked into if a simple and relatively accurate model is desired. 
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List of symbols 

Greek symbols 

ó thickness 

E volume fraction (-) 

Eacc desired relative accuracy 

Epe average liquid volume fraction in the control volume containing the evaporation front (-) 

f1 indicates the amount of cracking of the channel walls 

f1 = 0 maximum cracking, permeability is maximal = Kr,c (permeability char) 

f1 = 1 minimum cracking, permeability is minimal = Kr.w (permeability wood) 

Kr bulk viscosity for the gas phase (Pa s) 

.A unit tangent vector along curve s 

Pr shear viscosity for the gas phase (Pa s) 

f parameter describing the alignment of wood fibres 

f = 0 fibres mixed 

f = 1 fibres aligned 

p density (kg m-3
) 

u Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 5. 78· 1 o-s W m-2 K-4 

upy surface tension of the interface between the liquid P and gas y phase 

r time at which pyrolysis becomes significant (s) 

Symbols 

a; i-th coefficient of the second order polynomial in ..ft describing x. 

A frequency factor (s-1
) 

A;
1 

surface area of the interface between phase i and j (m2
) 

b; i-th coefficient of the second order polynomial in ../t describing xp 

c; coefficient denoting the coefficient a; or b; 

cp specific heat at constant pressure (J kg-1 K-1
) 

c.vap constant in the combined Kelvin and Clausius-Ciapeyron equation (-) 

CP total specific heat over all phases (J kg·1 K"1
) 

d mean diameter of the particles that constitute the porous medium; in this case probably 

more or less equivalent to mean diameters of gas channels in the wood 

d; i-th coefficient of the second order polynomial in ...[p0 describing the value of a 

coefficient C; 

E. activatien energy (J mole-1
) 

f unspecified tunetion 

g gravity vector (m s-2
) 

h enthalpy (J kg·1
) 

h0 enthalpy at reference temperature T0 (J kg·1
) 

~H;i reaction heat for the reaction from substance i to j (J kg-1
) 
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k thermal conductivity (tensor) (W m-1 K-1
) 

kett effective heat conductivity of a fibrous material with partially aligned fibres 

kmin minimum total heat conductivity of a fibrous material with perfectly aligned fibres 

kmax maximum total heat conductivity of a fibrous material with perfectly aligned fibres 

kw, thermal conductivity parallel to the wood grain 

kw.L thermal conductivity perpendicular to the wood grain 

K reaction rate (s-1
) 

Kr gas phase permeability tensor 

L latent heat for water = 2.26 MJ kg-1 

L length of the wood sample (m) 

[mJ moisture content (fraction) on a dry matter basis (-) 

mr integral as defined in equation (91 ) 

M molecular mass (kg mole-1
) 

Mr matrix that maps < vv> linear into vr 

n;i unit vector associated with surface area A;i (-) 

N total number of gas components (-) 

p pressure 

q heat flux (W m-2
) 

r length characteristic for the gas channels in wood (m) 

R universa! gas constant = 8.319 J mole-1 K-1 

s arbitrary curve that doesn't pass any liquid phase regions 

S souree term in the energy equation (W m-3
) 

t time (s) 

t.t time step (s) 

T temperature (K) 

T0 raferenee temperature (K) 

T 0 surface temperature 

v velocity (m s-1
) 

V volume (m 3
) 

x position (m) 

xe position of the evaporation front (m) 

xp position of the pyrolysis front (m) 

t.x distance between interior grid points (m) 

indices 

p liquid phase 

y gas phase 

a solid phase 

0 initial value 

a mb ambient 

b boiling 

c eh ar 

e east 
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G GAS 
counting index 

j counting index 

k counting index 

control volume left of considered volume 

m material 

n gas component n 

N2 nitrogen 

02 oxygen 

r control volume right of considered volume 

rad radiant 

T TAR 

v vapour 

w wood 
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Annex 

The difference equations for the simulation derived in chapter 5 are one-dimensional and 

are insufficient to describe realistic situations. Experiments at the Woodburning Stove Group are 

usually done with rectangular blocks of wood and they should obviously be described by a set of 

3-dimensional difference equations in Cartesian coordinates. Outside the lab wood fuel usually 

consists of branches or wood logs. A branch can be thought of as a cylinder as can be a whole 

wood log, a split wood log can be thought of as a split cylinder. In this light it is obvious to switch 

toa 3-dimensional set of equations in cylinder coordinates. Generally there is little or no symmetry, 

since a newly added batch of wood is mostly irradiated from the bottorn by glowing charcoal 

embers while the side and the top are irradiated only by flames. This results in different heat fluxes 

for different surfaces of the piece of wood. 

The equations that do not change when the step to three dimensions is made are the 

equations for the volume fractions (117), (131) and (132), the Clausius-Ciapeyron-Kelvin equation 

(119), the Arrhenius factor (111) and the energy souree term. Of course the single index of a 

variabie conesponding with a 1-dimensional problem should be replaced by three indices 

corresponding to a 3-dimensional problem eg. replace T; by Tiik' The equations that have to be 

adapted to the 3-dimensional case are the therm al conductivity equations ( 124), ( 126), the 

equations for the permeability (127) and (128), the energy equation (86), the set of continuity 

equations (104) to (107) and the Darcy equation (113). In the next two subsections the 3-

dimensional difference equations that are changed are presented. The difference equations are first 

given in Cartesian coordinates and then in cylinder coordinates. lnstead of the continuity equations 

for all the different gas components a single general equation is presented in this annex with a 

general souree term. lnserting the correct component index and the correct souree term results in 

the correct continuity equation. 

Cartesian coordinates 

For the general continuity equation the index n will be used, so in three dimensions and for 

Cartesian coordinates a continuity equation is written as: 

~(Ep )+~(p v•)+~(p VY)+_!(p vz) = <p'n> 
~ Y n h n ~ n ~ n 

where v• is the velocity component along the x-direction, vv is the velocity component in the y

direction and vz the velocity component in the z-direction. The finite volume methad can be used 

to obtain the difference equation just as was done befare for the one-dimensional case in chapter 

5. This results in the following difference equation: 
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2
:, ( (Pn,klm +Pn.klm•1) V \1m- (Pn,klm +Pn,klm-1) V \lm-1] = < Pn > 

with Vklm the velocity component in the i-direction and k the index of the control volume along the 

x-direction, I the index along the y direction and m the index along the z direction. In analogy with 

chapter 5 V;klm denotes the velocity vx at kllx if i= x, VY at llly if i= y and V' at mllz if i= z. 

Assuming of course that the coordinates are chosen such that the crigin coincides with a corner 

of the wood bleek and that all positive axes are each positioned along an edge of the bleek. 

Next the velocity components have to be obtained from the Darcy equation. For a 3-

dimensional case the Darcy equation leads to three equations; one for each velocity component and 

they are given by 

for the x velocity component 

for the y component of the velocity, and 

for the velocity in the z-direction. lntroducing indices and interpolating to obtain variabie values at 

boundaries, just as in chapter 5 results in: 

for the x-component, 

for the v-component and 

for the z-component, which completes the velocity equations. 

The energy equation can be expressed in three dimensions as: 

_! (CppT) +~ (CpyPyTV X) +~(CpyPyTV Y) +_! (CpypyTV ') +S(T) 
~ b . ~ . b . 

~ ( k x\,, aT ) + ~ ( k yy ett aT ) + _! ( k zz ett aT l 
ax ax ay ay az az 

which leads to th ... difference equation: 
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~~ [ ( CPp T )klm- ( CPp T )0k1m 1 + 
2
:x { [ ( cp.rPr T )klm + ( cP.rPr T )k•llm 1 V \1m-

[ ( cp.rPr T )klm + ( cp.rPr T )k-lim 1 V x k-lim} + 
2
:v { [ ( cp.rPr T )klm + ( cp.rPr T )kl•lm 1 V v klm -

[ ( cP.rPr T)klm + ( cp.rPr T )kl-lm I V \1-1m} + 
2
:z { [ ( cp.rPr T)klm + ( cp.rPr T )klm•ll V \1m-

where the subscript ett was droppad from the thermal conductivity k.11 in order to reduce writing. 

In the Darcy equation the permeability is used and it should be converted to three 

dimensions too. The z-axis is chosen along the length of the branch or wood log which is also the 

grain direction of the wood. This makes the comparisons with cylinder coordinates which are 

introduced in the next subsection easier. Assume for simplicity that permeability and thermal 

conductivity in the grain direction are independent of the permeability and thermal conductivity 

perpendicular to the grain direction. This was used to obtain the Darcy and energy difference 

equations presented here. Obviously there does exist a link between the two cases since pyrolysis 

occurs in the solid walls of the channels in the wood and a breakdown in these walls influences 

permeability and thermal conductivity both along the grain and perpendicular to it at the same time. 

See also equations (124), (126), (127) and (128) which are used to model permeability and thermal 

conductivity in different directions. Darcy and energy equations would become very lengthy and 

rather complicated, so the simple case of 

K xxy = K YY Y = Kr . .l A Kz'y = Kr.~~ A Kiir = 0 

for the permeability is chosen and 

k xxeff = k yyeff = kmin A k zz elf = kmax A k'ieff = 0 

for the therm al conductivity. In both cases i and j can have the index value x, y or z with i ;z:e j. 

Cylinder coordinates 

As was done in the previous section the index n is used for the general continuity equation, 

so in cylinder coordinates a continuity equation can be wrinen as: 

~(€ p )+.2.~(rp V')+-~(p V'~')+~(p Vz) = </Jn> 
c3t y n r ar n c3!p n c3z n 

where r, t:/J and z are the usual cylinder coordinates, V' is the radial velocity component, V4> is the 

tangential velocity component and vz the velocity component in the z-direction. The finite volume 

method can be used to obtain the ditterenee equation just as was done before for the 1-

dimensional case in chapter 5 and for the 3-dimensional case in the previous section. This results 

in the following ditterenee equation: 
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2
:z [ {Pn,klm + Pn,klm+1 ) V \1m- {Pn,klm + Pn,klm-1 ) V \1m-1 ] = < P n > 

with V;klm the component in the i-direction and k the index of control volume along the r-direction, 

I the index along the (/) direction and m the index along the z direction. As in the previous section 

for Cartesian coordinates in cylinder coordinates V;klm denotes the velocity V' at klH if i= r, V"' at 

1~(/J if i=(/) and v• at m~z if i= z. 
For 3-dimensional cylinder coordinates the Darcy equation leads to three equations; one for 

each velocity component. They are given by 

for the radial velocity 

tor the tangential velocity, and 

tor the velocity in the z-direction. lntroducing indices and interpolating using linear profiles to obtain 

variabie values at boundaries results in: 

tor the r-component, 

tor the (/]-component and 

tor the z-component. 

The energy equation can be expressed in cylinder coordinates as: 

:t ( CppT) ++ :r ( rcp.rPr TV')+ a~ (cp.rPr TV'~')+ :z (cp.rPr TV z) +S(T) 

.2. ~ ( r k rr aT ) +.!. ~ ( k IPIP aT ) + _! ( k zz aT ) 
r ar elf ar r' al/) elf al/) az elf az 

which leads to the difference equation: 
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-(k-1) [ (cp,yPy T)kim +(cp,yPy T)k-1im1 V '<-1im} + 2~11' {[ (Cp,yPy T)kim +(cp,yPy T)ki•1m1V'~'kim

[ ( cp.rPr T)<im + ( cp.rPr T)<i-1m1 V'~'<i-1m} + 2~, { [ ( cp.rPr T )<im + ( cP.rPr T)<im•1 1 V \im-

[ ( cp.rPr T )<im + ( cp.rPr T )<im-1 1 V \im-1} + S(T) = 

1 
{ k { k\im + k"k•1im) {Tk•1im- Tkim)- {k -1) { k "kim+ k "k-1im) {Tkim- Tk-1im)} + 

(k 2-(k-1 )2){L\r)2 

Int-•) 
- 1- k-1 { { k IPII'kim +k IPII'ki+1m) {Tki+1m- Tkim)- { k IPII'kim + k1PII'ki-1m) {Tkim-Tki-1m)} + 
21t.IPi' (k2-(k-1)2)(L\r)2 

again the subscript eff was dropped trom the thermal conductivity k.,, in order to reduce writing. 

The permeability and thermal conductivity are used and should be converted to cylindrical 

coordinates too. To make optimal use of the cylinder coordinates the z-axis has tobechosen along 

the length direction of the branch or wood log which is a lso the grain direction of the wood. As in 

the previous sectien permeability and thermal conductivity in the grain direction are supposed to 

be independent of the permeability and thermal conductivity perpendicular to the grain direction. 

Th is was used to obtain the Darcy and energy equations presented in this subsectien. 

K" = K'~'IP = Kr,.L A Kzz = Kr. I A Kii = 0 y y y y 

is chosen tor the permeability and 

k "eff = kll'll'eff = kmin A k zzeff = kmax A kiieff = 0 

tor the thermal conductivity. In bath cases i and j can have the index value r, cp or z with i:;t:j. This 

completes the adaptations needed tor the cylindrical case. 
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